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GRAIN SHIPPERS DEATH LIST 22
RAILWAY STRIKE REMAINS
WHO RESIGNED AS CHIEF OF THE
THAW LUNACY COMMISSION
IN SUNSET
WANT LOWER
EKACTLY SAME CONDITION

RATES

TECHNICAL

fo

WRECK

IT WAS IN ON YESTERDAY

According to Code Confession To Gulf Points- - Three States Eighteen Unfortunates From
California-Sear- ch
For Other
. Combine to Secure Reof Accomplice Must be
Bodies Is Abandoned.
lief, by Law.
Substantiated.
SUPERVISOR

INTERSTATE COMMERCE

CONFESSION

MANY

',

Each Side Declares Impossibility of
making Slightest Concession From
Position it Now Occupies.

1REU
is

DIE FROM INJURIES

LACKS OTHER SUPPORT

KNAPP AND NEILL ARRIVE

Denies Trying to To Be Held at Topeka and Kan Nurse From El Paso Crushed In
sas City Next
Debris-Secti- on
Foreman
Induce Supervisors to
Month.
Succumbs.
Resign.

.Mayor Schmltz

Wichita, March 30. The confe.
ence of grain shippers and members
of the boards of railroad commissioners of Texas. Kansas and Oklahoma
will meet here today to arrange the
evidence to be presented to the Inter
state commerce commission at Topeka
on April 8, In support of their conten
tion for a lower rate on grain to the
gulf.
Hearing In Kuiisiih City.
Kansas City, March 30. The Interstate commerce commission will take
testimony In Kansas City on April
11 and 12, on the various complaints
that have gone to the commission
from here In which discrimination by
railroads In freight shipments Is al
leeed.
Among these cases are two tiled by
the board of trade against the liur
llngton. Missouri Pacific. Santa Fe
and Hock Island railroads, which are
charged
with Imposing excessive
rates on grain from points outside of
Missouri to Kansas City, and also ofmaintaining an excessive reconslgnment charge of 12 per car. Commis
sioner Prouty will preside at the
hearing.

San Francisco. March 30. Abra
ham Hnef made It plain this morn
ing that his defense on the charges
against him, made as a result or me
confession of the supervisors, will be
that In each case the testimony of
the confessing supervisors Is without
He will seek refuge
corroboration.
in the code provision that the testl
mony of an accomplice In crime is
not sufficient for conviction.
When the Investigation of the al
leged bribery and graft by the adolllclals was resumed
ministration
this afternoon the grand Jury took
by which the
tin the transactions
Home Telephone company obtained
It Is hoped to get
its franchise.
through, temporarily, with the telephone Investigation this afternoon,
so as to clear tha decks for the UnitInvestigation
ed Railroads franchise
Monday.
Mayor Schmltz In his statement today denied emphatically that there is
any truth In the charge made by me
prosecution that he is endeavoring to
secure the resignation of any mem
ber of the board of supervisors for
the purpose of defeating the declared
intention of that board to revoke cer
tain public service franchises which NEW METHODIST CIIIHCH
the prosecution claims were obtain
DEDICATED AT CASTILE.
ed by bribing the supervisors.
Castile, N. Y., March 30. Tho new
Methodist church here, which has
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
been some time building, will be dedi
HEtil'LAIl DIVIDEND, cated
tomorrow. It Is a very pretty
New York, March 30. The trans- edltlce, and a large
company, comrailway
Southern
of
fer books
the
a delighted congregation, will
close today for declaring the stock- prising
be present with many high church
holders entitled to the
dividend, of the Southern railway, dignitaries.
payable on the 2nd of April. The TAYI-OR'LAST APPEAR
dividend is the usual 2 V4 per cent
ANCE FOR NEW RECORD.
on the company's preferred stock. It
New York, March 30. J. H. Tayis stated that the dividend has been lor, the champion middle-distanc- e
earned, and declared out of net earn runner of the University of Pennsylings.
vania, will start from scratch to
night at the thirteenth regiment meet
JAPAN FLOATS ENOR
In the 600 yard handicap.
Melvln w.
MOUS IX)A
IN AMERICA. Sheppard, of the
Ath
nonNt'W York, March 30. As the
letic club, will also be on the scratch
redemptlon period of Japan's foreign mark to do his best to aid Taylor in
kiim expires tomorrow, the financial Increasing a now record.
This will
agent of Japan, Mr. Takashl. has be Taylor's last appearance at in
been in this country to hurry up door games In New York this sea
negotiations for the placing of the son. A dozen of New
ork s best
sum required. The whole loan was runners will be invited to take part
$250,000,000, half of which had been in the race. Including Pilgrim. Ha- issued at six per cent.
con, Sedley, Squires, and Crockett.
semi-annu-

al

Irish-Americ-

PENNSYEVANIAFOR
TQFIGHT2CENT

HOLD

ONE

CONFERENCE

Knapp Claims to be Hopeful But Others
re
Will be Done for Several Days

Colton. Cal., March 30.
The list
of those who met death In the wreck
or the Sunset express, which was
wrecked Thursday afternoon in the
Southern Pacific yards, was complet
ed last night and the search for ad
ditlonal bodies supposed to be burled
under the wreckage was then aban
doned ns useless. The total list of
dead is twenty-twof whom eighteen
were Callfornlaus.
One of the in
jured, Patrick Kgan, a section fore
man, died in the hospital last even
n
Ing. Fully a
more per
sons are so seriously injured that
their death may occur at any hour.
One of the dangerously Injured Is
Miss Nina Hehmnn, a nurse of El
Paso, Texas.
She was severely
crushed.

V

v

.

half-doze-

Not-Not-

hing

at the Earliest.
Chicago,
SO.
March
Chairman
Knapp, of the interstate commerce
commission, and Charles P. Nelll,
United States labor commissioner, arrived here today from Washington, to
proffer their good offices In settling
ihe wage dispute between the western railroads and the members of the
.Brotherhood of Hallway Trainmen
and the Order of Railway Conductors.
A meeting occurred late this morning, but did not begin under auspicious conditions.
Ncltlier Offers Compromise.
Grand Chief Morrlssey and Grand

Conductor Oarretson were positive In
their assertions before the conference that the men will not abats
.their demands.
They
It
,was not In their power to declared
accept less
than the men had asked, for the
reason that the membership of both
organizations hud voted on the propositions to be considered 4n the meeting, and the vote was overwhelmingly in favor of the strike unless tha
demands of the men Bhall be granted.
C. V. Brown, chairman of the
board of managers of the railroads,
was equally confluent the railroads
could go no further than they had already gone, nnd that It Is impossible
to make greater concessions.
Knnpp Kxprvsttra Hope.
liefore entering the meeting Chairman Knapp said:
"I cannot say
Just now what will be done.
My understanding Is that both sides are
anxious to avoid the strike, and such
disposition is a promise that everything will come out happily.
Wo
shall certainly do all In our power,
while acting with strict justice for ail
concerned, to bring about a peaceable adjustment of the difficulty."
Nothing for Several Days.
Nothing Tangible resulted from tha
first meeting of Chairman Knapp and
Commissioner Nelll with the parlies
to the railroad dispute.
Eater meetings will be held today, but It Is not
believed any agreement or settlement
will be reached tor several days.
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PARAGUAY'S
OPENS IP TOMORROW.
New York, March 30. TomorrowIs the day on which the postponed
exposition of Paraguay will open, the
postponement from the earlier dates
having been caused by the drouth
which had had a very disastrous ef
fect upon the country. The exhibits
fiom this country are very creditable
In quality and quantity, all parts of
the I nlted Slates having taken nn
Interest In the undertaking.
Espec
ially has this country excelled in
sending exhibits of gasoline and
kerosene engines, hot air engines for
pumping water on cattle ranches.
which have been worked so that the
farmers could see them in operation. State Paid Contractors 1.000 Lunacy Commission Search Had $4,000
Subscribed at
Many cotton gins. Hour mills, starch- ''
TIME OF ST. IOriS
making machinery, llbre machinery,
Per
Profit
Cent
Ing
Hamilton
For
Noon-TFor
Brain
Storms
ie
Pickling Works
ROODEER EXPIRES.
and machinery for making butter.
Jefferson City, March 30. Harry
cheese, the laboratlon of coffee, rice.
Work Done.
Gets First Whack.
A. Faulkner, former member of tne
peanuts .and breaking of palm nuts,
Is Assured.
St. Louis house of delegates, who was
and they are there In great quan
tlty, nnd are exciting a lively Interest
convicted of bundling and sent to lh
penitentiary for threu years, was reimong the Agriculturalists. Much
liai liaoui'fc
fiew York, March 30. The Thaw
uiarcu &. That
to
should
trade
the Umlled the state of Pennsylvania paid morv lunacy commission went into execu
leased today, having served tils
result
At noon today the tie pickling
states as a consequence of exhibiting than 1,000 per cent over the cost tive session
at 10:25 o'clock today
works land buying fund had a
In the far-oland.
prlco of furnishings for the new capl-to- l Thaw was immediately called before
little over $4,000 In it. and
building was testified to Thurs- the board. Ills counsel reported him
RAII.ICOADS HAVE III. FN
though the commltteo with the
'
day at the session of the legislative lociay as in good spirits and fully cap
F.LETRIC COMPANY OF
RETALIATORY RATE RAISE.
paper
subscription
In
charge
AMERICA AX.NFAE MEETING. commission, which Is Investigating nblo of standing whatever mental
Washington, March 30. In acwere surprised at being turned
Philadelphia. Pa., March 30. The the charges of extravagance In con- tests were put to him. Dr. Allan Mc- down by some of the business i cordance with the Intention expressed
time ngo, the railroad constiannual meeting of the stockholders nection with the decoration of the
the alienist who was
men nnd oflice holders
from 4 some
tuting tho Central Traffic association
of the Electric Company of America big structure.
summoned last night by the commis
support
was
whom
expected,
the
will be held on April 23rd. The books
It was testified that the walnscoat-in- g sion, was waiting when today s In
prospects were mat the necf ssary 4 and the eastern trunk lines have tiled
closed today.
and other woodwork In the build- qulry began.
There is much specu$!,000 would be subscribed by -- with .the interstate commerce coming cost 16.145. and that for this lation as to tho reasons for subpoenanight fall. The subscrlplnns yes- - 4 mission a tralllc Increase of rates on
work the state paid $62,486.40. Tliu ing Hamilton. The commission's ex
enstbound grain and grain products,
terday amounted to $3,000, and
to 'become effective April 1.
state also paid 3, 66.80 for a ma- amination of Hamilton likely will be
this morning's work netted one
This
hogany case In the senate barbei-sho- brief, as It Is known that Hamilton
more thousand.
4 action Is taken. It is understood, bes
supplied to tho con- has had no Intimate relationship with
cause of the enactment by the legislawhich
The site, which the city will
the defendant since last July. The
tractors for $:i:.".
give the Santa Fe for the plant, 4 tures of some western states of laws
regarded as Inimical to their InterThe first witness at Thursday's ses- alienist may be asked his reason for
is about a mile south of the city
sion was Nathan Y. Laudls, of Phila- slating that Thaw Is of unsound mind
ests.
limits and Just south and west of
delphia, a
for John II. today, und then thu commission may
the new extension of the yards.
place whatever value It desires on his
Sanderson & Co.. also of PhiladelThe land, which constitutes 80
OPENIXO OF l,OFIS IM F'S
company
phia.
testimony.
The Siinderson
acres of uncertain value, Is the
had
Hamilton believes Thaw
NEW THEATRE TONKiHT.
the contract fu- decorating and fur- - j Is a paranoiac
property of Wm. Fiirr and Pitt
Eouisville.
March 30. Iuis-ville'- s
nishlng almost the entire building.
CoininUslon Will Finish Tcxhiv.
new theatre, the Mary AnderRoss nnd others. The price the 4
Mr. Landis said he furnished the
Thaw was under examination for 9 city has to pay for it is $5,000.
4 son, will be Inaugurated tonight. The
bootblack stand In the senate lava- two hours and fifty minutes today by
KeWolf Hopper company will start
tory to Sanderson for $50, and he es- the commission In lunacy, and when
the new enterprise
with "Hannv- p.
e
j
m. a recess of twenty-fivland," a play In which Hopper has
timated that tile total cost of th. al 1:15
tiARDEV SEER AND IH1ST.
been very successful.
stand, Including two chairs and other minutes was ordered, It was announc
Is
MASTERS FOR NEW MEXICO a very large one, and The crowd
furnishings, was $125.
ed that his ordeal was nearly over.
the new eu-.. nvt
li.rnrlun I,...
l.nfi.c. I. u
The auditor for the commission After a half-hoof further question
The new house Is
showed that Sanderson had been paid lug. It Is believed the commission
cessful career.
)i
Roumania Rebels Unable
$1,619 by the state for the stand. will have concluded
much admired.
their mental f (Special to The
Evening Citizen.
Mr. Iindls said the desks In the sen- tests of the defendant and there will
Washington, March 30. Dele- I ll I N i ASSIGNMENT
OF
ate chamber were worth $65 each, be an open session for the cxamlna
Withstand Slaughter of
gnte Andrews hus secured his
ItK.lli TO SI MM mm. STOCK.
and those In the house from $70 to tlon of Dr. Hamilton.
The commls
quota,
nearly
pnekfourth
30.000
New30.
York.
.March
This Is tho
$75 each.
The auditor testified that slon Is bending every effort to end 1U
Field Guns.
ages of garden seed. Most rep- last diiy fur filing assignment rights
the state paid Sanderson $264. 60 each work this afternoon.
resentatives ge; but one quota. 4 to subscribe for new ufwkr nf t h
for the senate desks and $285.73 for
Hamilton Couldn't Testify.
Post masters
commissioned: 4 Ureal Northern Railroad company.
the house desks.
m. r. t.ieicKier,
Jerome obtained permission
tills
4 i'he tirst. secon.l and third Install- .Marcti 30. Field gun
A. Dubbs,
Philadelphia,
of
John
e
loacjea witn grape shot, according to
afternoon to
t.. uranum, iveiina,
Thaw.
late
Jnna
nients on the new Issue Is set for
a
also
testified
that
At the conclusion Dr. Hamilton was
Urton.
official reports, are winning against Sanderson pnid $10 apiece
4 the second day of April. The mat- for
certain
box
perdelivery
to
Free
called
rural
the stand, but was not
for 4 ter of Issuing Him new stock is still
tne revolutionists, whose
arms are mahogany clothes trees, less the
Ellda, Roosevelt county.
to testify.
mostiy hayforks and scythe blades.
4 pending In the supreme court of the
which were worth $2 per polo, mitted
The Insurgents were able to hold off hooks,
state of Minnesota.
$14
for
stands.
and
umbrella
each
the troops at close quarters and even He also furnished a solid mahogany HREWERY STRIKE .K()WIi
withstood cavalry charges, doing ter- desk for the lieutenant
IN SIZE AT ST. liOCIS.
governor's
rible execution with long tiromred
St. louis. March 30. The strike of
forks and scythe blades strapped to ottice and was paid $130 for it
the United Hrewery Workers here
long poles, but the slaughter since the
and In East St. Louis has already had
troops used artillery appears to be
the effect of curtailing the output of
FAMWHOLE
ttrrifylng them Into submission.
beer.
The breweries will continue
In the province of Ylashlca. a la r ire
to supply their city trade, but. It 13
number of Insurgents surrendered and
out of town trade has
have denounced their leaders to the
IN COURT announced,
ILY
been abanadoned for the time being.
Many of the latter were
authorities.
The
firemen walked out last night,
arrested. The government hopes, with
but the boilers in all the breweries
tne leaders in Jail, mat the urnlisclp
nneq I. a mis will soon abandon the
Columbus. Ohio, March 30. Suit were kept hot by volunteers, mostly
About 300 oilers
Involving the whole Damm family has from olllce staffs.
held.
been filed In the common pleas court walked out from the different brewmorning,
eries
this
and It Is stated
here.
EXPRESS COMPANIES MIST
Christopher Damm,
who is the that 1,100 bottlers will go on strike
SHOW SHIPPER DEALINGS
Washington, March 30. At the re- - plalntllT in the case, alleges that Fred- during the day.
cetn session or congress the senate erick Damm died leaving Christina
Project-Hen- ry
adopted a resolution directing the Damm, his widow, and the whole WOMAN' WIFE RECOVER
Interstate commerce- commission to Damm estate, consisting of two lots
FROM KNIFE WOF.NI.
Inquire into the statement that vari in Columbus, to be divided between
Mrs. Canuto Vicente, the woman
ous express companies are engaged the plalntllT, John C. Damm, Fred- who
was stabbed at her home In Eo.i
in buying, selling or handling con erick Damm, Elizabeth Damm and Duranes Thursday night. Is improvslgnments of fruits, vegetables and others of the Damm family, all of ing.
It Is now thought almost ceroysters, entering Into Interstate com whom are defendants.
that she will recover.
i.s
Mayor Frank McKt-e(ieorge Arnut Ulack Rock canyon,
b
Christopher Damm asks that his tain
meroe, and to report the results to
Nothing
been heard of the hus- and O. N. Marrou form a coiumlltee an ideal place for theanddarning ofto the
the senate.
Today the Interstate share of the property be set off to him band, who has
on
disappeared
night
the
appointed
I'.lo
ramie and diverting Its waters.
commerce commission issued an or or, if this cannot be done without In- of the tragedy and who Is being pur- from the Commercial club
to confer with E. A.
and WalThe main cliicii, on leaving Hie valder requiring tho express companies juring the remainder, that It be sold sued on the supposition
he
that
ley,
(Srunde
unof
Evans,
ter
Water,
to climb the nie-.the
Rio
conllnues
divided.
proceeds
the
to prepare anu nie with the commis- and
wounded the woman.
Land & Power company, regarding til. Iy the liin. u reaches :i point
sion within thirty days statements
irrigation
project, ca.--l of this iit. il
so high that U
the company's
showing In detail how and to what GEORGIA PEONAGE CASES
which means the rebuilding of the will command the entire valley and a
extent. If any. they are engaged in
COME I I FOR HEARING. DETWILER'S FALL MAY
low
line
mesa,
of
of
reclaiming
area
ditch
and
tho
the
lartic
ami from
the business Indicated.
Macon, U.i., March 30. A. F. Mos-le- y
many thousand acres of land be- this main i anal are a series of laterH. II. H udman, Jasper coun
and
tween this city and Ilernallllo.
als k ill
Second Annual Show at RokIoii.
ix all the land so comty
who were arraigned beRUIN LOAN COMPANY
The first conference was held yes- manded.
The Miceess of thu propolioston. M ass., March 30. The sec- forefarmers,
charge
court
the
federal
under
Chll-derW.
terday
H.
of
In
is
the
olllce of
ond annual exhibition
sition
the titmosi importance to
of the New
peonage, on the ISth, because of
who Is attorney for the comEngland Forest. Fish and Game as- of
Albuquerque, and alive to this lad,
a
alleged
arrest
the
nnd
detention
of
l.
pany, and a second conference
the Commercial cluh, ll Is suspect d.
sociation, popularly known aa the negro
Hurt on a warrant
HERE AltOl'TS OF IMlKTKII TO- - scheduled for this evening at
sportsmen's show. Is being held today chargingnamed
his taken up the matter of giving il
swindling,
cheating
and
and
hoo-- t
a
I.EIMI
place.
if
CAPITALIST STIFE
in the Mechanics building, and will who procured a stay of proceedings,
Just what tranpird
INKNOWN.
at last night's meeting hm not been
Ihe lilscussio.i of
continue until the 3th of April. The are
lloso
today
in
wit
with
court
their
plan.-given out. nor is the public to
of he company, the I'ommer-ishow is much larg-than that of nesses. Ruth men gave bonds. They
il dull committee is iilo i xjiiilnlii
acquainted with l?U- - exact purlast year in every department. There had the negro arrested for running
Toledo, Ohio. Marc h 30. The exact
aca report mi the pi oj-- ct
by Mr. Il-is a lake in the middle of the grand away from MoMey's farm afte r bor- hereabouts of A. K. Oetwller are pose of these conferences Just Ityet, un
hall, much larger than last year's, oc- rowing money.
Is
It'diuer. .special consulting oi;Oio-eia complete mystery. It is posi- - cording to the conferees, but
still
cupying of the lloor spare practically
ea
rn
pita
cluli
ca
tor
Mr. Uoh.vc.'
lists.
lively asserted ioiiikih me associates derstood that the Coininercl.il
very Ilattcilng comment on
all the space except under the bal- HIESTOVS CIIEIHTORS TO
of
profited by his operations has Interested Itself III I he project, made
conies.
Water fowl, trout and other
bine In Hie proposition last night.
He sal'l
TURN OVER SECFRITIES. but In BUch a way that no criminal Mr. Shu'.t and his colli :mm
fish will be shown in this lake. The
".,
of irrigation,
that any propo-ilio- u
Washington.
harges can be filed against them. The hand.
March 30.
s
i
I.
i
rt.it.-rexhibits have been classified into sev- Today by order I.of Justice Clabiiugh. Toledo men Interested In the letw ller
vurxe;.
in a coiiimun-i'of the with
The preliminary
oi
en departments, its follows: Forestry, of the iJlstric
i a
r I .i I n n
s
.ihcie
of Columbia supreme telephone deal are almoMl ce rtain, it project have been completed and
laciti! ics
food and game fishes, animal, game, court, the creditors of Walter llieston Is said, to sustain a big financial loss
.i d it ic iir a city as large
arc now a very clehoi.ile net
hue
song and Insectivorous birds, trade will Kurreiiilei' all the securities
he
If be is found guilty and the frail
:i fcti-a- t
blue prints. Though the-- e maps are i..s A tiini a- r i u e.
exhibits, art associated with forestry, their possession belonging to llies chlses are lost. Should he be found not public propel
generally mici.--.,il
Mr
KihAer has made a
fish and game and loan exJil)Hj ton. Justice Clabaugh had previous'
U
a
outlim-L'i.in
a:
'ecu!-on
of tho Aliole
xuilly strong fears are entertained for known that
till
them
The Interest manifested is very lively, ly approved the bond filed by John the Toledo Eoun company, winch Is largo canal, which wlil a'n. .. paral- ;!
.il
ihe public report of
i it
and the attendance throughout Is ex- It. Shields, receiver for said Wes practically i onti oll.-inno-by in- i.
lel the low hri- - ditch
club
The intake :h
uciy
pected to continue.
. r. U
I
ton.
CIK.
it forty miles norlii o! tins city al
iltr i
-

PENNSYLVANIA TRYING HARD TO COMMITTEE HAS
CAPITAL SEAT

MAKE THAW

OF GRAFT

CRAZY

$5,000

IN

SIGHT
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Lane-Hamilto-

BENEFIT QF SCYTHE

NAVIGATING

AND

BLADES
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FAIT AGAINST
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ARTILLERY

RATEJAW
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if Governor Signs Bill-- Act
Unconstitutional Is Grounds

For Suit.
Philadelphia.

March

If Gov.
fare bill
which passed the house and senate
and which Is now In his hands, the
Pennsylvania and Heading railway
will begin action to test the constitutionality of the act.

Stuart approves the

two-ce-

30.

nt

TAFT AND PARTY HAVE
ARRIVED AT COIXIN.
Colon, Marh 30. The Mayflower
arrived here early this morning from
Charleston with Secretary Taft and
his party.
They were welcomed by
Chief Engineer Stevens, Dr. Goroas,
the chief sanitary officer, and others,
and then took a special train for
Panama.
The voyage was uneventful and all members enjoyed good
health.
DICTED FOR MFRDER. III"!'
OUT ON T0,000 ItOND.
Chicago. March 30. Mrs. Michael
'. McDonald, who was Indicted for
murdering Webster S. Guerlng, was
today released from the county Jail
on bonds of f S0.00O.
ti, bondsmen
are her husband and Wesley Schem-me- l.
I

St Louis Will Have Large Con
test This Fall Among
Air Ships.
St. ljouis, Mo., March 30. I'nder
the auspices of the St. Iouls Aero
club, a large aeroplane and dirigible
balloon contest will be given In October, In connection with the race for
the James Gordon Uennett cup, which
will start from ft. Louis on October
19. All of the aerial experts in the
world will be invited to enter the con
test, and the event will be made
an epoch In the history of aerial navigation.
This was decided at a meeting of
the board of governors of the Aero
club Wednesday afternoon. It was
decided to appropriate $5,000 for
prizes. The date of the event was
not fixed, but the contest probably
will last several days, and will either
immediately follow or precede the
race for the James Goruon liehnett
cup.
The course, which will be decided
later, probably will be run from the
Aero club grounds, at King's High
way and Forest park, to Jefferson
barracks and return. A committee
consisting of President L. I). Onzler,
chairman; David Randolph
Calhoun and James K. Smith, was ap
pointed to make arrangements for se.
curing a proper supply of gas for llu
dirigible craft.
An effort will be made to secure
the attendance of Santos-Dumofor
the contest. He has lately perfected
some balloons which he will test In
these contests. The Wright brothers,
of Dayton, Ohio, will probably give
an exhibition with the. mysterious
craft in which they have been making secret (lights in Ohio.
All of
the operations of these two brothers
have heretofore been conducted
and nothing Is known as to
the nature of their apparatus, although it is stated that they are uble
to navigate at will.
The famous
Swiss scientist. Zeppelin, will be invited to par lli.i(ale In the contest
with his two enormous dirigibles.
io

NEW

YORK COFFEE EXCHANGE CLOSES TWO DAYS.
March 30. The colTee
exchange Is closed today In accord
a no
with a petition made by the
members.
New York,

T MARRIAGE

Al

N. M.

KETTKER,

the bride was not IS until
ne minute after midnight Thursday
i.ight, a large majority of the Inhabitants of the village of Kettner, the
American Lumber company town in
'.he Zurn mountains, have lost much
.leep very much to jtholr liking. The
occasion was the marriage of Miss
I eon
Anna May Uogglns and
It.
Smith both well known young peo-- 1
!e of the lumber camp, which
was
formed by Judge Horabln, of the
mil known firm of Horabln &
That the nuptial knot wai not
was
ft until the bride was of age
'V request of her parents.
A feast
Mowed the ceremony
and It was
ttiy morning before the bridal party
Mk- uo. Mr. Smith is a trusted em- cum-- .'
l.i. of the
--
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DOMINION

COAL COMPANIES
SETTI.K CASE OFT OF (tlliiT.
Montreal. March 30. The Dominion Coal company paid the regular
dividend today t hit t has been expected for some lime, but with some
doubt as to the amount.
It Is the
usual amount, at the rate of four per
cent per annum, for the three months
ending March 31st. The settlement
of the feint with the Dominion Steel
company out of court made It eer- train that the old dividend could be
maintained.
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CONFERS WITH E. A. SHUTT

Albuquerque Alive to Importance of
Rohwer Says Proposition Should be Great Success.
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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

(HY CARDINAL tilBBONS.)
spiritual
Into the
Resurrection
conies in this life only as we die to
the evil and inaterlaJ. This means a
struggle and an overcoming a struggle carried on in our daily lives to
put down the temptations which re- Wc rise by every
set on every side.
truimph over sin resisted, we grow
into the larger life by the death of
evil passions which have held us.
The life of nuin upon tne earin,
says Job, "is warfare."
l ou have enemies within and without the camp.
many
domestic
Your passions are so
roes struggling against your better
nature, and the world is constantly
setting snares to entrap you.
In time of war that is, in mo
ments of temptation a good spiritual
bunk, especially the Holy Scriptures
Is your most powerful armor. What
a manual of military tactics Is to a
soldier, the manual of prayer is to the
soldier of Christ. The sacred volumee
will instruct you by word und exam-nlwhen vou are to fight and when
you are to prudently decline a battle
tiy avoiding the occasions ol sin.
is not only
The Holy Scripture
your weapon in time of war, but ulso
peace. It
of
In
time
your companion
will lead you into tno most sacreu
and memorable scenes ever presented
to the gaze of men. It will take you
to Mount Sinnl, where you can contemplate Jehovah giving His law to
Moses.
It will enable, you to follow
the children of Israel In their devlouj
wanderings through the deslrt till tne
Promised Land is reached. It will ue- company you to the mountains of Ju- dea, where you can listen 10 me
prophets denouncing the iniquities of
the Hebrew people.
With the multitude you can sit on
the grass and hear our Lord preaching His Sermon of the Mount. You
stand beside Him
can reverently
while He is conversing with the
Samaritan woman at the Well of
Jocob. You can listen to Him wnne
He is preaching His last discourse to
His disciples.
This companion will transport you
to Athens, where you can hearken to
Paul condemning the Idolatry of that
refined but superstitious people. You
can behold in Imagination those sacred personages recorded In Scripture
and listen to the very words that fell
from their Hps.
The Holv Scripture Is a mirror in
which we see vividly reflected the
exalted virtues of some of the moral
deformities of others. The admirable
conduct of the saints inspires us to
Imitate their virtues, while the crimes
of those who have fallen serve a
beacon lights, warning us to shun the
rocks on which they have split. pa
When we read of the heroic
tience of a Job after being suddenly
deprived of health, children and prop
erty, we are moved to a spirit oi
resignation in our privations. When
we read of the patriarch Joseph and
of Susanna consenting to be deprived
of liberty, reputation and of life Itself rather than defile their souls,
we cherish more unait ever the ex
cellence of a chaste life.
When we read the Epistle ot hi.
Paul and contemplate all his trials.
dangers and persecutions as they pass

LinLE CHURCH
ALL

MY
Odd Edifice and Its Worthy

Object -- Built and Supported by Charity.
Xestllng in the midst nf the few
houses in Hip extreme north end of
little church, which nt
the city is
tlmt glance, reminds one strongly of
the "Little rhuroh around tne corner" in New York City. The small
edifice In Albuquerque Is quite lis hi
torlc In Its way as the better known
one In the big metropolis. It Is doubt
ful If there is a modern edifice In the
whole nouthwe.it more Interesting
None can serve a more commendable
purpose.
"It is the poor man's church, any
Its friends. "A place where any and
all may ko to worship. Its door is
open to the beggar or the rich man.1
It was some three years ago that
and Mauser, well
Messrs. Ranbe
known hardware and Implement deal
ers In Albmiueruue. conceived the Idea
f building a church, the doom of
which should be sealed against no
creed but whose teachings should be
founded upon the solid rock of the
Hlble. without reference to traditions.
The Idea appealed to a number of
residents in the north end of the city.
Mr. Raube donated a lot on north
Fourth street, in what Is generally
known as the North Fourth Street ad
Mr. Mauger.
dition to the city.
by other public spirited citizens
of that portion of the city, raised the
funds necessary to build tne cnurcn
The Utile house of God was then fur
nished by the same means, so that
represents
It contains
everything
charity and the philanthropic spirit
which prompted Ita erection.
The church is a small edifice, one
lory in height and of brick. It is not
unlike the little rural chapels to be
found in the east except that within
Its doors the furnishings are some
what more expensive. The seats are
comfortable, the organ has a sweet
mellow sound and the building is
lighted by electricity.
Never since the dedicatory services
,were held has there been a contrlbu- t on taken in the cnurcn. n is sup
ported by those who built it and by
since
the many friends it has made being
and who see Its needs without
asked. Services are held regularly
every Sunday, there being a Sunday
school at 10 o'clock In the morning
and preaching services every hunday
afternoon at 2 o clock).
As might be supposed, during the
first year there was but a small congregation itt either Sunday school or
preaching, but with the lapse of time
Its Influences have reached out, lann
cr and farther until now It has as
large a congregation as a church of
its size could expect.
The teachings are founded wholly
upon the Protestant Bible. Traditional
fancies are not recognized. What the
I'.ible says in its plainest of words is
taught by the church's most ardent
teachers. Mr. Mauger has been oc
cupylng the pulpit at the preaching
services each Sunday and those who
have heard him, pronounce him
scholar of the Bible such as one does
not often meet, and whose ability as
a teacher is too little known.
Withal), the little church and Its
modest surroundings, its location, far
out from the turmoil of the city
sends out an air of peace and quiet
that is consoling and inviting.
Mr. Mauger is absent from the city
at present, having left last night for
a month's trip to Boston, but the
Sunday school will continue each
Sunday and it is hoped to have
preaching services during the time he
is absent. The congregation calls it
self an undenominational one and ex
tends a warm welcome to anyone who
may care to Join or to visit.
Tomorrow morning when the larger
churches of the city are gay with
(lowers and greens ,when the great
organs ring out In peals of Joy and
the choirs sing the hymns of rejoicing
ut the resurrection of the Saviour,
rntial congregation of men and women
Hud the little class of children will
gather In the small church In the
North Knd and the Faster day will
there be commemorated, If not with
all the pomp, at least as sincerely,
us anywhere In the world.
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WANTED.
West
WANTED Messenger boys.
rn Union Telegraph oflVe.
WANTED At onoe, one short order
Apply to P. W. Yunker.
cook.
Socorro, N. M.
WANTED More work tor a first-clahand laundry. Lace curtains a
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
408 West TIJerns avenue. (Colored.)
WANTE Lady for stylish millinery
nnd dressmaking.
Call on Miss
Crane, f12 North Second. Prices
low.
Also
apprentices
wanted.
Phone 944.
a
WANTED
Gentieman-secondhand clothing. No. S15 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweoney,
proprietor.
WANTED Men write at once and
we will explain how we will make
you a present nf $Hni, give you a
splendid suit of clothe every ninety days, enlarge jour j tcture free
and pay you a salary of $85 per
month and an traveling ex pen
with our check for $3r vhen
to take orders
the greatest and most reliable portrait house
In the world. All this will be guaranteed.
Adtlress R. D. Murtel,
Dept. 474, Chicago, III.
SALESMEN WANTED.
to
WANTED Capable
salesman
cover New Mexico with stale line;
e
commissions, with $100
monthly advance; permanent position to right man. Jess. II. Smith
Co., Detroit, Mich.
WANTED Large wholesale house
paying its salesmen $1,500 per year
and expenses, to sell staple line to
general trade, desires two more
men to commence work at once If
possible. Adtlress Sawyer, Leslie &
Co., Detroit. Mich.
FOR It EXT.
FOR KENT Furnished rooms and
tents. 413 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with
large yard; $10. 61S West Fruit
aven u e:
FOR RENT Front room, southern
exposure, screened porch. 417 W.
Fruit avenue.
FOR RENT Houses from three To
eight rooms, modern; also store
rooms and offices.
W. II. McMll-llo211 West Gold avenue.
y
FOK KENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West Tijeras avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
Five-rooFOR
RENT
modern
home, furnished; will rent for the
summer or lease for a year; plenty
of shade and fruit trees; good location. John M. Moore Realty Co.
FOK KENT Nicely furnlBhed rooms
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up, furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
624 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE A good big cow, wllf be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOK SALE Stock and fixtures of
small grocery
store. 618 West
Fruit avenue.
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice typewriter, good as new.
Address
Typewriter, care Citizen ofllce.
-FOK SALE: At the Variety" you
will find fine home made bread, 6c
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked
beans, soup and other good things
strictly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 60S South Arno St.
FOK
SALE The Claude Uirard
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.
ss

how
always
think
Don't
you can get them.
cheap
Think Instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
.And our
BEST ALWAYS.
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

When You Need

rsttlriti ay Ml Wsskly by
Tke Cltbten Publishing Company

IHf.

30,

Life ntilldlng.

PERSONAL

tOANS.

PROPERTY

Money to
Furniture,

loan

Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, a low as $1
and as high as $200.
Loans ar
quickly made and strictly, prlrat.
year given.
to
one
month
Time: One
possession.
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
borrowing.
us
see
before
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
SIS West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.
On

MONEY

Pianos,

TO

LOAN

We have about $3,000 to loan In
sum? o. $1,00 or less on real ctate
seen, ii, ii 8 cr cent, fx- - u.

high-grad-

Corner Bf adwav and

East Railroad Avenue
Colo

1880"''

Cull Set of Teeth
tiold lulling
(cold Crowns
Painless Extracting

.IAMKS, CARDINAL
(iilihons wan born In Baltimore, fJlBBOXS.
.luly 23, 18:H. Mo was ordalno!
't'u"M! ,,lsh,, '" 1HttH
" areliblshop In 1877. ami cardinal In

In panoramic view before us, when
we see him braving the most violent
storms without and
temptutlons
within, and then when we see ourselves so timid and so vacillating and
sheltering ourselves from the feeblest
wind of adversity, ashamed of our
degenerate nature,
we resolve t j
shake off our lethargy and beeoni'j
like the great model before us.
On the other hand, when you read
of men who were once distinguished
for their sanctity, once elevated on
the pinnacle of perfection, falling at
last into the depth of sin; when you
read of a Sampson, a David, a Solomon those towering oaks of the forest who had resisted many a violent
storm and were afterward overthrown
you
by a single blast of temptation
are warned by their example to be
prudent
and
always vigilant and
never to confide in your past virtue,
stronger
than Sampfor you are not
son nor holler than l)avld nor wiser
than Solomon.
Above all other books, choose tlv?
Sacred Scripture. There Is a special
grace attached to the reading of the
Inspired Volume. It will Impart to
your soul a solid, sturdy, rational and
healthy piety. It is the inexhaustible
fountain from which the fathers and
doctors of the Church, Christian orators and writers, have drawn thulr
Inspiration.
Read the Sacred Text with attention and reverence. Read It not in
the captious spirit of a critic., but
with the humility of a disciple of

30.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

ffliiiiiiiiS

turilinal

riione, Black

$1.50 np
$4

m

SOo

tTAB

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

POR TERFIELD CO.
216 West Gold Are.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. SI F.St..
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pension.
land patents,
copyrights.
caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
11. W. I). Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuauer.
que, N. M. Office.
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offle
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.

Christ. Read It not so much with
the desire of Information as of edification. Read it with tho same spiritual Joy and hunger with which the
exiled children of Israel listened in
Babylon to the law when It was read
to them by the prophet Barut-hB. F. COPP.
While the citizens of Jerusalem
DEMISTS.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARM I JO BLDG.
were In captivity In Babylon, Baruch
DH. J. E. KRAFT,
was sent to them from Jerusalem, to
Dental Surgeon.
read to them the law of Clod. "And
when they heard the law they wept
Rooms 2 and . Barnett bulldlna.
and fasted and prayed before the
over O'lUelly's drug;
ore. Poena
Lord." "Upon the ruins ow Babylon
No. 74. Appointments made by mail.
they sat and wept when they rememEdmund J. Alger, D. . 8.
bered Zlon."
No. 80C Railroad avenue.
Ofrwa
You, my beloved, are in a situation
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.;
like that of the Jews. Like them,
E
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Apyou are far away from your true
pointment made by mail.
home, the heavenly Jerusalem. Like
them, you are exiled in the Babylon
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
of this world. And God sends you,
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
as He sent them, a message containOccidental Life Building;.
ed In Ills holy books to cheer your
Telephone 886. Albuquerque, N. If.
hearts and bring you glad tidings of
redemption.
DR. R. L. HCST.
Is not the Sacred Scripture a mesOffice,
N. T. Armljo Bid.
sage from Heaven Open your hearts,
Tuberculosis treated with fuh
then, as the ancient Hebrews did, and
Frequency
Electrical
Current
d
listen to the Word of God with sor- Will Leave Gift Home for Mrs
Germicide. Treatment given each
row for sin, with a spirit of holy
VaDewey's
Property
Own
day
8
a. m. to 4 p. m. Tralaed
from
compunction and In Increased desire
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
of possessing the heavenly Jerusalem.
by
Hitchcock.
Sec.
cated
who
And may God,
enriches the
UNDERTAKER.
earth jwitlj Hlsearly and latter rain.
enrich your Boulir wttlt the dews of
Auto, phone 31.
Colo., Red 111
heavenly grace that you may heart Washington, March 30. Admiral
A. BORDERS.
tne woru in patience ana uring lorin Dewey has moved out of the house
Commercial Club building.
Black
fruit an hundredfold.
on Rhode Island avenue, near Conor White hearse, St.
J. CARD. GIBBONS,
necticut avenue, which was presented
to him bj' the American people after
ARCHITECTS
he returned from his victory in Ma
F. W. Spencer. Room
7
Bar- He and Mrs. Dewey will
nila bay.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
hereafter make their home In the fine
old mansion at Sixteenth
Ljotn pnones.
and K
streets that Is the personal property
of Mrs. Dewey and where she lived
NOTARY PUKLIC.
before her former husband, the late
Jeneral Hayden, chief of the .signal
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
corps of the army, died.
This hous
Office with W. B. Chlldera.
FINANCE.
117
was rented furnished to the late (Jen. FREE MONEY MAP OF NEVADA. West Gold avenue.
Alger when he was secretary of war,
Every Investor In Nevada mines HA1K DKESSEK AJO
and, later, to Ethan Allen HitchcUIltOfO.
cock, who occupied It until his recent shouldarehave our Money Map. ThOMi
DIST.
get
who
not
it
investors
mould
tion, inlaid with ivory, mother of pearl and silver, retirement from the otnee of secretary and learn of tho LAND WHERE
Xew York Sun.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parloru. No.
Only the personal FORTUNES
of the Interior.
I never saw anything of the kind
ARE HOT IN THE 209 West Railroad
Sir Casper Purdon Clarke, director of the Metro- and richly carved.
will be removed to their new MAKINO
avenue, is preeffects
In
they
stood
tangles
as
are
work,
beauty
costly
mines
equal
or
to
in
that
their
home.
politan Museum of Art. lectured last night ou "Thi
pared to give thorough scalp treatthe
of
wealth.
trail
poor
building.
The Dewey house on Rhode Island
Tombs of Mordecai and Esther." under the auspices out in contrast with the rest of the
Our maps are compiled from gov ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
avenue Is one
the show places of ernment
surveys and other ofllcial bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
of the Jewish Theologicat Seminary of America, In the They Khowcd that neither money nor the best talent the city, all the ofsight-seeing
pa-cars
data, supplemented by the. work of gives massage treatment and maniThe Jews are was spared at the time they were built."
vestry' rooms of the Temple Emanuel.
it for visitors from lal parts of tha our
own engineers.
It gives the ex- curing. Mr. Bambini's own prepara
These tombs. Sir I'urdon said, are merely copies country, who want to know where the
celebrating the Feast of Purlm or the Feast of Esther
act location and production of eveiy tion of complexion cream builds unis
disposition
to
be
Insld
It
them.
nit
of
lives.
of
what
admlrul
real
tombs
said
Just
the
present
time.
at the
of the place will be made Is not yet camp, and shows all the railroads, in- file skin and Improves the complexSir I'urdon Clarke visited the tombs at Hamadan known If the bodies are there or not. The fact that known, but It probably will remain cluding those under construction, sur ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be infrom
200
miles
to
are
said
be burled there
jurious. She also prepares a hair
Shortly after veyed or proposed.
closed for some time.
in Persia which are said to be the burial place of the bodies
Imposresided,
not
is
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capital,
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where
the
Esther
given
to
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1874,
this
home
the admiral
and
In
tonic that cures and prevents dan
Queen
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and
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Finance.
of
Journal
us a tribute of his admirers, the ad
by the authorities on lin- - druff and hair falling out; restore
Compiled
shown the tombs by an old rabbi. Hamadan Is sup- sible, said the lecturer, as it It Persian custom t
miral without Intending to talsc the
remove
moles,
in America, and Issued In tho life to dead hair;
posed to be the ancient Estatana, capital of Media, carry a dead body around until In some way the bearstorm that followed, deeded it Mrs. unce
All the news warts and superfluous hair.
of our clients.
Alse a
Dewey. The criticism of this action Interests
and Is about 200 miles distant from Susa, the capital er sees It Indicate the place where It wishes for burial.
by wire on date of publi face powder, a freckle cure and plsu-pi- e
was so severe and so general
that gathered
of Persia, over which Esther as the queen of Ahau-sueru- s "Carrying dead bodies is the largest business of the
cation. Gives you the news of Gold
cure and pile cure. All of these
property
Dewey
reconveyed
Mrs.
the
great
Is
express
nuisance
companies,
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and
Persian
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her
freed
days an-jiof the news preparations
is said to have ruled and to have
are purely vegetable
Dewey is field
to her husband.
Mrs.
papers,
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of
the
situation
pilthe
to travelers," said Sir I'urdon.
people, the Jews. It Is the center of an annual
possessed of considerable means In big financial cntiM ahea.t of the compounds. Have Just added a vimonoIsrael Levy, a Jewish scholar, has written a
machine for treatment of
her own right, and the admiral In newspaper.
grimage of Jews, who have worn down the stonei
all vcr the brator
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
graph which concludes that the tomb may be only that deeding the house to her merely did country wait tolinkers
Its
learn
market
around the tombs.
proper
without views. All Investors should ruad it Is also used for rheumatism, pain
what he thought was
Sir Purdon described the building containing the of a Hebrew physician, also named Mordecai, from
intending to reflect upon the donors. and
Write today and massage.
know the truth.
tombs as a square, brick structure of mean appear- Inscriptions and dates of the years 1310 and 1307 o,i
by this time every mem for a KKfc'K copy.
rule,
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probably
not
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FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
ance. This
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of congress has forgotten his pub THK It.
"Some Hebrew students greatly doubt the history her
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
320 Ntsmrlty Building, Chicago.
fifteenth century, he said, having been rebuilt and recirculating
lic duties and Is again
"There
Purdon.
STORE.
among the people of his own dis
paired several times. The porchway entrance, sail of Mordecai and Esther," said Sir
reIrlct, but not so Col. "Fete Hep reason to believe that by the Fourth
to be the original. Is a small affair hardly three feet Is some show of reason in this, as It is difficult to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of Iowa, known official Is as of July I Khali have that hole fixed
high, u fact which the speaker said probably helped concile details In several versions of the story with bum,
Hepburn,
Claiinda.
William
of
Peters
up."
It
Department
Assyria.
In
But
history
away.
of the Interior, Lan Ofthe
of
Ths modern discoveries
to prevent the tombs from being carried
A few days ago he wus discovered by
Having delivered himself of thin
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
lock Is on the inside and is similar to those spoken of Is not fair to examine the details of this tradition too u friend walking down Pennsylvania statement, the redoubtablo old colFeb. 28, 1907.
critically.
Even now they speak of the Hall of the avenue, having the appearance of a onel gave vent to another growl and
In the Song of Solomon.
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notice of his intention to make final
All over Asia the three numbers
five-yereasons for remaining in Washington
and knees In homage to Queen Esther of 2,300 yearj only sixty-twof
according
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proof In support of his
In 1S12.
so late, the colonel gave utterance t.j the postoffice department,
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December 81, 1S01. for
available
They
of
decora
They
are
elaborate
the two sarcophagi.
follows:
will have been covered by rural free the the SK
SW54 and lot 6. Sec. .
190J
of
winter
the
"Ever since
delivery routes. I!y that time, It is and NEH NW4 and lots 1 and 2,
there has been a busted place ulxiut expected, fifty thousand routes will be Sec. 7. Township 8 N. Range 7 E.
as big as a soup plate In the con- in operation. This branch of the pos and that said proof will be made beSANTA FE ELKS
crete in front of my home. During tal e;ii. now, costs Uncle ham fore H. W. S. Otero. U. S. Court ComF. DUVAL WILL
ROSWELL ELKS
the first session 1 made seven about t35.un0.00U a year. In 1912, it missioner, at Albuquerque. N. M.. on
speeches on the floor of the house of is estimated, the cost will hav in- April i, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
ELECT NEW OFFICERS representatives on the subject of the creased to approximately 845.000,000.
SURVEY ROOSEVELT COUNTY
ELECT OFFICERS
horrible, That sum will be sufficient to main to prove his continuous residence upoutrageous,
contemptible,
on,
and cultivation of, the land, vli:
scandalous and incompcH'iit manner tain and operate fifty thousand sural
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin.
in which the city is run, anil the terwill doubtless remain
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CRIMINAL DOCKET

6,-7-

CASES ARE SET
Judge Abbott cullej the criminal
docket ye.sterduy and set eases us
follows:
TuCMiluY, April 2.
Territory vs. Hregory I'uk
ller.
Mon.Li). April .
Territory vs. J. J. Burns.
Y. liwton; forge, v.
Territory vs. F. B. Harmon;
and uttering forgery.
Territory vs. j hn Kl.ilui a;.i ili,
leiiig armed with Intent I j .'i'Ii
Territory vs. Henry- iaine; forgery
and uttering forgery.
Territory s. Henry I'alni forgers
iind uttering forgery.
April U.
Tel ritory vs. James Krnst larceny
Territory vs. Isldm t'arinelo t ill.
larceny in a hliop.
Terrltoiy vs. K. li. Broun; iissuuil
with intent to murder and assau'
u itli a deadly weapon.
. i.ay
It. 1'reston; for
Territory
liiiy ami if' ring a railroad puss.
f.n-ger-

y

-

Tih-mI.-

1),

Wcil.w d v. April

10.

g
Territory vs. William i'
money by bogus checks.
Territory vs. Joseph Mucin; assault with intent to murder an.
with .1 deadly weapon
I'IiiiI'mIu), April II.
'IVriilory vs. George Brow n. alia
Split Brown; receiving stolen goods
Territory vs. Niinzin Miielli and
I.e.milro liionisio. oilierwi.-- r known
a- - Iaiolro
lioiiei ; larceny from tin
Koger.-nliiainiii-

I t

Territory

iia , April l i.
vs. Manuel Garcia,

Jaramillo; Mealing sheen

Thomas 1'adlll.i, i t ai..
to murder.
Saturday. April 13.
Meyer;
T rrilory vs. J
ri.l ass.iull
Ph tiueiit to inurd.Mwith a deadly weapon.
Territory

vs.
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tlnmtal trade hns

PASSOVER FEAST

III

DESOLATION FOLLOWS PEASANTS'

Our Prices
ae right

Bel-glu-

LAST

BEGAN

mart distinct progress during the current year, and
the outlook may be called entirely
encouraging without nnjr exception or
qualification apart from the too
ready participation of the lipeculatlve
element pure and lmple. The main
factor of ine week has been In
the Plate wool sale at Antwerp,
which resulted in practically the bulk
of the offerings, 6,600 bales, being
sold, either at full auction values, or
at a shade better privately. In consequence stocks are relatively low,
especially as the arrivals are already
engaged for direct transit.

IT

NITTK MINE OPEUATOIIS
ARE I1K O.MING LNKASY.
Mont., March 30. Despite
Most Memorable Among All theilutte,
agreement reached last week between the copper mining companies
Jewish Holidays and Asso- In the Ilutte district and the committees representing their employes,
the management of the larger comciated With Easter.
panies do not feel that all chance of
In the negotiations is
another sllp-u- p
past. It Is learned that the miners'
union will have to change requireDAN ANTHONY WILL BE
ments of Its constitution before finally ratifying the agreement.
A meeting for this purpose is in session toCONGRESSMAN FOR KANSAS day. In the meantime further delay
Is feared.
Further details to the
agreement have been disclosed. The
agreement provides that wages shall
be 14 a day when copper is 18 cents
nuch Other News Matter of Gen- a pound or more, and 33.60 a day
when it Is less. An ogrement beeral Interest to the Readtween the smelter men and the companies is now being considered.

ing Public.

KHAKI'
New York, March 30. All the
Hebrew citizens of New York City.
well as In all quarters of the globe
if
where their wandering feet have trod
began celebrating last night the great
Peat of the Passover with the Seder
or opening festivity. Great ceremony
ilwaya attend this feast, which has
been preceded by the cleansing of
homes, storing away the ordinary
lable and kitchen utensils, so that the
ones dedicated
to the Passover
wervlco may not be contaminated.
There are hundreds of quaint observances In connection with the festival commemorative of "The dellver-i- i
nee of Israel's first born, from ine
judgment wrought on those of the
Ksypttans and the wondrous deliverance and liberation of the Hebrews
from the bondage of the Egyptians.
Cut the best known feature of the
week is the unleavened bread mat-not- h
the baking of which has kept
hundreds of people employed for
many months in about forty bakeries in this city. One baker of this
Hty said that "his concern worked
nix months every year to produce
what his customers require within a
week. We make only the square unleavened bread, which is the only
correct kind. The round cakes which
the reformed Jews use cannot properly be made, because the pieces
which remain between the dinks as
they are cut out are kneaded over
and URed again, and that causes fermentation, and makes the product
useless from the orthodox point of
view.
Our product is square, and
pieces as they are cut are baked
nnd nothing is worked over."

COMPETITION

iini.nixti

New York, March
be keen competition

KOIl

BiuiMiE ixx)P.

will

e

the bidding
for the bridge subway loop. Half a
contracting
large
firms have
dozen
staffs of men at work In the main
office of the rapid transit commission
on the detailed plans and specifications. The commission expects to receive bids from the Degnon Contracting company; the Craiiford Contracting company, William Bradley, John
Shields and the McBean company.
The Degnon and Cranford companies are now employed in building
two sections of the,- - Brooklyn subway extension.
There will also be
some out of town competitors.
The
bids will be received on April 11.
In

NEWARK CITY' SCHOOL
HON US BKINt; OFFEKEI.
Newark. N. J., March 30. City
Comptroller Baceheller is today receiving bids for tl.16S.C00 In school
bonds offered for sale at four per
cent Interest, and running fifty years
with a one per cent sinking fund.
The comptroller says the condition of
Newark's tinances is gratifying. With
the water debt included, the gross
bonded indebtedness of the city is
322.925.000. and the net debt $16.- X65.097.78.
The taxable value of
property in 1906 was $284,903,230,
year
It will probably exceed
and thin
$300,000,000.
The net debt, including the water department. Is about
5 per cent of the taxable values.
DEAD MAN READS AN
ACCOUNT OF HIS ESTATE.
London, March 30. At Bradford
county court the Judge directed to
presume the death of William
of a retired
the
postman who had died Intestate. The
sum of 193 pounds, the sum available
of the estate, was ordered distributed
among relatives. It became known n
few days later, however, that Gaten-bwho had not been heard of for
eiKht or nine years, and had been ad
vertised for, was still alive. He read
an account or the case, ana lmmea- lately set about to prove that he was
alive, and to claim the estate.

BITTER CRY FOR FARM LANDS
I!llEOl'S CONDITIONS

IN

ROU-MANI-

All Kinds

A

OPPRESSED l'EOPLE
IIH IN REVOLT AGAINST
THOUSANDS
KHEEIIY RICH
OE JEWS WANDER HOMELESS.

I

Our Work

I
ISM

j

I

I

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Facei
and Lake Style of Papers, We Can Please You

X

Special Correspondence.
Vienna. March SO. Troubled conditions due to liie wrongs suffered
by the peasants have amumed
the
character of an Insurrection. Spreading like lire throughout the country
It has not only paralyzed business,
but threatens the slat kilty of the
government, ltullets have so far failed and it now
appears that only
through concessions will it be possible
peace.
to restore
The trouble originated In Moldavia
with a demand on the part of the
peasants for what they called the
right to live. A combination of landlords, a "farming trust." undertook
to control the land fli for cultivation.
As their holdings
they
Increased
made harder and harder the condiupon
imposed
tions
the peasants. The
latter found a bare existence the
only reward of unremitting toil and
the Jiurden of taxes and rent constantly growing heavier. Their pleas
were without avail. Only agents of
the landlords, wholly without authority to grant relief, were there to hear.
The landlords lived in the cities.
They were Indifferent to all except
their Income, and the government officials were deaf to the cries or the
peasants.
Hewitt to Itevolt.
Petitions gave way to threats, but
still there was no response. Then
came the ugly spirit of revolt. First
isolated cases of plunder and destruction of property, and later riots on a
large scale. In the further development of the movement small cities
were taken by mob armies. The
shops of merchants were stripped,
and the properly of those considered
responsible In part for the wrongs
sustained by the poor farmers were
burned.
Soldiers were brought in and shooting began. Then came reports of
casualties from the storm center.
Dead by the dozen nnd wounded by
the score In the conflicts between the
enraged peasantry and the military.
Far from quelling the trouble
there conflicts spread the spirit of
lawlessness. There has been persecution of the Jews. Some of the absentee landlords are Jews, and that
has been taken as an excuse for the
persecution of all members of that
race. They have been robbed, beaten and driven from their homes. liy
the thousands they have come as
refugees to the cities or have tied

!.

AH Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

;myy

fifpv
&

HOMELESS FAMILY OK ROUMANIAN JEWS.
Ten tttotimnd such as them, fleeing from brutal soldiery
ttmt
pwsantM, wander through thxolatd com try.
across the border for protection.

Innocent

Suffer.

Hundreds of people In no way connected with the original cause of the
outbreak have been made victims.
They have been deprived of such of
their property as could be carried
away. Their houses and barns have
been laid In ashes. Devastation has
spread over vast stretches of the
country. Men, women and children
are not only In an agony of fear over
the danger that threatens them, but
they are suffering great privation.
They have made pitiful appeals that
the government take measures to relieve them. It Is estimated that
0
Jews are homeless and thousands
peasants
of
are also destitute.
There are prospects that the officials will soon adopt another remedy
than the bullets of the soldiers to
restore order. They have under discussion the question of restricting the
privileges of the absentee landlords.
The burdens of the peasants are to
be lightened. In the hope that they
will return to the farms.
10,-00-

The Roumanians claim descent
from the nnclent Romans. When the
great empire was broken, barbarian
hordes suept over the land, but the
sturdily fought them
Roumanians
and retained
their racial Identity.
They are fond of display, a characteristic reflected in the costumes of
the women and the gay uniforms of
the soldiers, but they are proud,
brave and obstinate. They do not
shrink from rifles or bayonets, and
so It appears that only by granting

mam

Important concessions will the
ernment be able to quiet them.

gv

The population of Roumanta is
about S. 000, 000. Of these 6,600.600
are members of the Oreek church.
The number of Jews is about 876,000.
The lust census showed over b6 per
cent of the people to be unable t
read or writ. The laws make education "free and compulsory," but
there are many large districts entirely without schools.
ROVMANI.VS AWEITL rUGflT.
Oppressed by the exactions of absentee landlords, the peasants ot Moldavia, the great northern province
if Roumania. rose in revolt
The
farming trust controls more than half
the fertile lands In Moldavia. Isolated cases of plunder and property destruction by enraged tenants led to
outrages on a lurge scale. Even
towns huve
taken and the stores
sacked. Widespread persecution of
the Jews has attended the outbreak.
Ten thousand
of them have been
driven from their homes. Soldiers
firing Into mobs have killed scores of
peasants, but the Insurrection grows.
Government officials are considering
laws to Improve the condition of the
peasants as a means to restore peace.
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TEK1 COXG11KHSMAX
'l ItTIS.
30. Th
Topeka, Kan., March
primary for the selection of a. republican candidate for congress in place
of Congressman Curtis, who resigned
to become United States senator, was
in progress yesterday.
The selection
will be voted for lit the election on
May 23rd.
As the district is overwhelmingly republican, the nominee
Is certain of election.
All candidates
except Daniel It. Anthony, of Leavenworth, editor of the Leavenworth I.AIU.E FRATERNITY
Times, had withdrawn, so that he
CONVENTION HEINCJ HELD
lias no opposition, and will be chosen
New York, March 30. The Theta
congressman.
Nu Epsilon fraternity is holding a
convention at the Hotel Astor toaay
Its sys
in
order to reorganize
WASIIINO TIME AS WELL
AS MONEY IN JUDICIARY tem of government without departing
tondon, March 30. The provincial from the original objects of Its foundpapers are deploring
seriously the ers. The development of the society
in the year
waste of time and money to which sinre Its organization
the judiciary system Is subjected by 1870, has been so rapid that a more
n
complete control of the national or- ted tape. Judges are paid by the
seven pounds ten shillings per ganizatlon Is necessary, and for the
day for traveling expenses, and, with first time in the history of the soi lie other expenses allowed the yearly
ciety a convention Is being held. The
hill comes to twelve thousand pounds proceedings will end with a banquet
:i year. Taking a judge to an excise on Saturday night, at which men of
town, therefore, when It is known prominence will speak.
there are few cases, or no prisoners to try, is to incur an expenditure IIWAVVS TOBACCO DEthat nothing can Justify. Then there
FICIT UHOWING LARGE.
Is the wuste of time, deplored a UtJersey City, N. J., March 30. The
ile while ago by the lord chief Jus- report for the year of the Havunu
tice.
For example. Justice Walton Tobacco company shows that there
tad to be away from London thlr.y is a deficit of $246,000. Net earnl.iys, though the high courts were ings. Including
received
dividends
Soked with business, to try eight during 1906, were $128,994. after de
paltry cases in three Welsh counties. ducting expenses of management; inJustice Darling records that he once terest paid on 5 per cent gold bond.
went all the way to Dolgelly to try $375,000, leaving the company to seme case, that of a man charged with cure from other sources in order to
stealing a penny.
meet Its first charges, $246,000. .

h.--

New Mexico's Leading

y.

Afternoon Newspaper
D

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN. WILL REACH MORE
, READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS,

na-t'o-

ILLINOIS ROAD AIMS TO
ENTER MILWAUKEE SOON.
Milwaukee, Minn., March 30. It Is
rumored that the Illinois, Iowa &
Minnesota is now negotiating for the
entrance to Milwaukee over the Milwaukee Southern.
This road is In
operation between Aurora and Rock-forIII., as a belt line connecting
several western and southern railroads. From Aurora it runs southwest over the tracks of the Elgin
.lollet & Eastern to Jollet, whence It
proceeds to Momenee, HI., over its
own tracks.
It Is a Wisconsin corporation organized to build the Wisconsin part of a railroad between
Rockford and Milwaukee, by way of
Detroit and Janesvllle. The Illinois.
Indiana & Oary is designed to complete the service about Chicago Into
'iaTy, the steel corporation home-tead,

IX)(l

SOUND

ISLAND

RAC-

ING ASSOCIATION SCHEDULE.
New York, March 30. The Long
Island Sound Racing association today adopted the schedule of dates for
the racing season approaching, and
the modifications to the racing rules
proposed by the executive committee.
A number of other modifications were
adopted also.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Tak
LAXATIVE BKOMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature lg on each box. 25c.
o
For catarrh, let me send you free,
just to prove merit, a trial size box
of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It Is
a snow white, creamy, healing antiseptic balm that gives Instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
OUTIiOOK ENCOURAGING
i
Make the free test and see. Address
TRADE.
IN CONTINENTAL
Shoop. Racine, Wis. Large Jars
London, March 30. The course of Dr.
by all druggists.
' vents has amply confirmed the re- 50 cents. Sold
ports of the past few weeks as to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the strengthening
of the markets
Department of the Interior, Land
throughout the continent, and while Ollire
at tianta Fe, N. M , March 26.
pot supplies have been freely taken
by spinners and combers, ine future 107.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
market has responded to the general Palle.
of Laguna, N. M.. has filed nomovement by sharp upward turns,
to make final five-yeit in undeniable that, so far from tice of his intention
proof in support of his claim,
as was thought at one
Homestead entry No. 6MJ.
time the textile department of con- - viz.: February
12. 1902. for the t
made
N.
NW
section !8. township
range S W, and that said proof will
be made before fillvestre Mirabel, U.
8. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
d.

ar

sUt-kenln-

A

Good Remedy

For all Spring Ailments
is the Bitten. If you suf-

fer from that "tired feeling," or general weakness
follow the example of thou-

sands of others similarly afflicted and commence taking
HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

BITTERS

It cured thrill and will not
fail in your case either.
It
will renew the entire system, and thus cure Gen-

eral Debility, Spring

Fe-

ver, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Costiveness, Biliousness Colds, Grippe, or
Malarial Fever. Try it

N. M

,

on May

.

1907.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz :
Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan
Dalle, Jose M. C'aco, all of Luguna,
N. M.

ROIM AN I A N

:A

To En ion v Oppressive Rulo Trooper

TERRITORIAL FUNDS
RECEIVED

FOR

MARCH
Territory's Share of Taxes
From Various Counties
Paid to Treasurer.
M .
Santa Fe, N.
March 3u.
The following public funds
have
been received by Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn for the month of
March, from county treasurers and
other sources:
A. A. Keen, former commissioner
of public lands, to credit of following funds: Water reservoir for Irrigation purposes, $744 07, common
school, S 306.70 ; College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, I1U3 43;
university, 1100; normal university,
175; normal school, 175; School of
Mines, $71.40; military Institute, $7i,
reform school, 175. U3; tiling asylum,
175. 0J; deaf and dumb Institute, $75;
miners' hospital, $75. 02; Insane asylum,
$71.07;
penitentiary,
$75.13.
Total. JJ,0.'6.87.
superintendent
Arthur Trelford.
of
penitentiary, convicts' turnings,
J. H. Sloan. Insiji'aiice commissioner, lnsuruiice fund, $15,798.22.
W. O. Sargent, territorial auditor,
dining car licenses, $200.
W. C. Karnes, secretary of cattle
sanitary board, cattle Indemnity fund,
$1ip7.50.
company, I'ullmiii
The Pullman
cur tax, $530. 9S.
County J. Smith I.ea,
Chaves
treasurer.
Taxes for 1905, $96.10;
95;
total, $759.05.
lii'iti. $6t2
ieorge C. Pace,
Cnlfax County
Taxes for 1900, $3S9.7l.
IriuMiicr
li'iNj, Ana County Oscar Loliman,
treasurer. ; Taxes for 1902, $,",V97;
1904, $229.05;
19"3, $ln.-7lio.'..

MANTEL R. OTERO,
Register.
disagree with you?
Does coffee
Probably it does! Then try Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Cof-fe- "
is a clever combination of parched cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
real coffee, remember. In Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee, yet Its flavor and ta.ste
iratchett closely old Java and Mocha
"offee.
If vour stomach, heart, or
kidneys ran't stand coffee drinking,
tiy Health Coffee. It is wholesome,
nourishing iTd batixfying.
It's nice
n fur the youngest child.
!o!d by
'vi .V.
I'.
llriiu'liam.
CARPET
SIMPLES
GAI.OliE.
off reghound for rus. One-thir- d
$3,- $,4 ; I'.'Oti. $1,022 2;
Furiiitui-tCo.
ular price. Futri-llit .
11
'ounty--K.Hy
.Merchant,
WorLoil Like u riuirni
usurer.
T.ixes for i ;.fi I, 11. JO,
Mr. D. N. Wu.krr. editor of thai
r.ij..,
19'. ti,
$302.72.
$150;
Kpiry J ournal, the Enterprise, Louisa
total. $7" 7 20
Va ,
"I ran a t.atl In my fooi $43
U.-- t
Jackson
week and at once applied liuck-len'- s
Urunt County
A.
Taxes for 1SU4, I ; 7 i .
Arnica HaiVc. No inflammation tre.u-uf.illuwed; the sa,ive himply healed the I9U5. $:! 22; lluii, $22k 97
total.
wound." Ileal ewry sure, burn and $3'Jl 71
t'our.'.y
Linoi!.,
J
all
.l
disease
at
'iuirarteed
dealers, ilac.
foi 1904, $20 03,
Taxe
treasurer

VALRYM

(luirgetl

A N.

Peasants Killing Scorn.

1905, $9.76;
$93.01.

1906,

$64.02;

total.

Luna County K. J. Carskadon,
treasurer.
Taxes for 1905, $162 21;
1906. $448.75; total, $610.96.
Muni County C. N. Htroivr, treasurer.
Taxes fur 1905, $96.34; 1908,
$191.72; total, $1X0.06.
Otero County J. C. Dunn, treasurer.
Tuxes for 1904, $257.03; 1905,
$109.94; 1906. J40H.41; total. $767. SH.
Quay County Florenclo Martinez,
treasurer. Tuxes for 190C, $198.73.
Roosevelt County J. M. Faggard,
treasurer. Taxes for 1905. $1)11.03;
1906. $2,996.97: total, $3,178.
San Miguel County Kugenio Romero, treasurer.
Taxes for 1901,

$73.86;

1905. $150.27;

1906. $709.49,

total, $933.62.
San Juan County W. E. Williams,
treasurer.
Taxes for 1905. $14.29;
1906, $274.01; total. $288.30.
Celso
Santa Fe County
Ixipei,
treasurer.
Taxes for 1902, $39.32;
1903. $30.02; l!05.
1906,
$109.69;
$59.19; total. l:iV22.
Sierra County--- J aim
Pleinm.ins,
Taxtreasurer.
for 1905, $;.'!. 69:
80;
1906. $147
total. $171.49.
So.-urrCounty Jose E. Torres,
Taxes for 1914, $11.72;
trertiurer.
190'i. $34
$490 62.

&S;

1906,

$443.92

TiUl.

Taos iunty Nicolas Anny.i. :r.si
Taxes for 1905. $11. 5o;
(

--

$43 13;

TYPE OF ROIMANIAN
ItMyooe Umi aiuHwrr to
land ami brvnd

total. $54 63.
Torrance County Macurio Torres,
Taxes for 1906, $344.04.
treasurer
County S. A.
Union
Maestas,
treasurer.
Taxes for 1905, $107;
1906. $129.29: total. $130.36
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PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

J
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cry for
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EASTER MUSIC SUNDAY
i'hc American Lumber Company
Jiand will give the following Easter
concert at the Casino Sunday, March

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

si:

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

March "In the Lead"
Frantzen
Springtime Suite
(a) "The Hullfrog and the Coon."
(Intro.) "My Trlxle-Dlxl- e
Girl."
tb) "When the Flowers Uloom in
Springtime."
(Intro.) "The Good Old Songs of
the Rlue and Gray."
"The Harmony of Love" (Romance)
I) rooks
Descriptive Bulte
(a) "The Mouse and the Clock."
(b) "The I'reacher and the Rear."
Solo "Romance" for trombone...
Rennet
Mr. Harry Iathrop.
"Mile Modiste" (Selections from the
comic opera)
Herbert
"Easter" Guvolte Intermezzo. ... Day
(a). "Ry the Watermelon Vine".
Allen
"Ida-llo- "
(A wild western Fantasia)
Von Tllzer
F. K. ELLIS.
Musical Director.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

212
i

Albuquerque

NORTH SECOND ST.
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Foundry and

Machine

Works

I.

MALL, Proprttor
Iron and Brsss Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Orads Cars, Babbit Metal
Columns an; Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Hmmlr n mining mnd mill Mm9hinrr mmmatmity
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerqu. N it.
m.

WE FILL

liuiiiU'i lain's Colic, ClioU-rmod
Diarrhoea Itemed jr.
This remedy has been In use f
over thirty years and has proved Itself to be the most successful rem
edy yet discovered for bowel com
plaints. It never falls, sold by all
druggists.

PRESCRIPTIONS

a

B. RUPPE

RI6HT

203

At Consistent
Prices
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WEST RAILROAD

10

NEXT
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Is an ordeal which all
women approach with
indescribable fear, for

If uu

w U U U ssaii U

The thought
of the suffering and danger ia fctore for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her m
hadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy rob
confinement f all pain and danger, nnd insures sufcty to life of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is a
to all women at the
time of their most critical tria!. Not only docs Mother's friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness," a::l other dis- -
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First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
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MONROE
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The St. Elmo

J JOSEPH

L

C

Hetr Hall 1'lace of Recre.uion.

Child-birt-

god-sen- d

fl.oo per bottle. 15iok
containing valuable information free.
The Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, G.

GOLD STAR SALOON
l

12 0

BARNETT,

West

Prop'r.

Railroad Avenue

Cti

Finest WhIskTes

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND

CLUB ROOMS

aftooas

I

TKtlK

ALBUQUERQUE

For

HIE ALBUQUERQUE
Published Pally
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too pood to be on earth, too Individualistic to recognise
his brother too communistic to acknowledge the supremacy of the law, and too strict constructionists of
the law to oppose twentieth century crucifixion.?
under It."

CITIZEN

nd Weekl.'.

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. K. NTUICKLF.lt.

President

EVENING CITIZEN.

TELEGRAPHIC

THKEATENED KAILWAY 5TK1KE
question today, for the people of
the western half of the United states, Is the threatened
If the
strike of western trainmen and conductors.
Ktrlke shall be ord red. It will be the larRest and worst
tie-u- p
In the history of railroading in America, as the
folbiwIiiK nummary shows:
Hallway systems Involved, 40; traeknRe In miles,
95.000: total number of employes. 515,000; employe
35,000;
di(rectly Involved. 50.000; trainmen Involved,
Involved, 15.000; anuul payroll of road,
conductor
JS20.000.000;
defense fund, trainmen, $375,000; defense fund, conductors, $350,000; demands of men, Inday; offer of railcrease of 12 per cent and nine-hou- r
day.
roads, average Increase of 8 4 per cent,
The status of affairs at the present seems to bs
about this: The railway managers have made some
considerable concessions towards meeting the demand.!
of the men. and declare that th( y cannot go any
The representatives of the two orders have
farther.
referred, the matter to the members of the orders, anl
these In A referendum, vote have decided overwhelmingly 97V4 per cent of tralnment and 90 per cent of th?
conductors
that u strike shall be ordered If the enbe granted.
tire demands of the men shall
The railway managers have offered to invoke th?
Krdman law. enacted by congress for conditions of this
kind, tiut the law applies only In case both parties ar?
The men refuse to arbitrate, and
willing to arbitrate.
therefore the Krdman law cannot be Invoked.
As another effort in the prevention of the strike,
'li.ilrnian Knapp. of the interstate commerce commission, and Chas. 1". Nelll, of the national lubor commission arrived In Chicago this morning on a mission of
H course they have no authority to act In any
'peace.
way. but their purpose Is to mediate If possible. Th!
The representatives
first session wa.s not promising.
of the nieir declared they could do nothing, us the two
orders by referendum vote had taken all discretion out
They must call the strike If the deof their hands.
mands were not granted. The managers said that thiy
had already done all they could do, and more than they
Here the matter rests at thl
ought to have done.
writing. The trouble seems to be that each side think)
the other Is only blutllng and will ultimately muke the
necessary compromise.
In the meantime, the general public stands aghast
at the magnitude of the evil with which they are
The tie-u- p
.of the forty railway systems
threatened.
west of Chicago would be at this time worse for tin;
western country than the combined evils of war, pesIndeed, pestilence and famlno
tilence and famine.
would virtually ensue. Crops could not be raised, supplies could not be obtained, every line of Industry
would be paralyzed and men, women and children
e reduced to the very verge of starvation.
For these reasons there are three parties to this
trouble the railroads, their employes and the common
Of the three, the last ha!
poople or general public.
the most at stake. Therefore they should have a voice
For this reason
in the prevention of the calamity.
The Cltiien has contended and still contends that there
should be a law of compulsory arbitration whenever the
parties at Issue cannot agree and will not arbitrate,
provided their lack of agreement affects seriously the
tut there Is no such law and the whole
general good.
west stands trembling today at a contest In which
neither reason nor law seems able to control.
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MARKETS

i

Blotter Market,

St.
March SO. Spelter steady
$6.75.
belnij
is
boosts
boosting
that
An example of the
St. IjohIs Wool Market.
given at the present time by Colorado. It has been reSt. Louis, March SO. Wool steady
solved to raise $100,000 to advertiso that state In every unchanged.
legitimate way Imaginable, and to accomplish the purMetal Market.
pose the Colorado State Commercial association has
Tork, March SO. Iead nnd
been formed and plans aro being formulated for raisdull; unchanged.
ing the money and for spending It Judiciously and sucIn
Produce Market.
Is
part
th
Included
state
Kvery
cessfully.
of the
Chicago, March 30. Closing quo- general design, together with every present or prospec- tattons:
Their mooto Is "2,000,000 people for
.
tive Industry.
Wheat May 76 H ; July 78
Corn May and July 46 .
Colorado In 1910." In boosting, as In everything else,
Oats May 42j43; July
it Is money which talks.
Pork May $16.30; July $16.25.
Ijird May $8.95: July $9.05.
July
ltlbs May
$8.67 V4 W 8.70;
Speaker Cannon, of the national house; Senator
Ileverldge, chairman of the senate committee on terri- $8.85.
tories, and President Hoosevelt, according to late utterOmaha livestock.
Omaha, March 30. Cattle receipts
ances of the senator, are all opposed to single state300.
Market
steady. Western steers
Hence, fore- $3.25ft5.25; Texas
hood for either New Mexico or Arizona.
steers $3.OO4.40;
casters of political events are beginning to think that cows and heifers $2.25 'it 4.25; canners
the next congress will pass an enabling act for a Joint $2.001i)3.00;
stockers nnd feeders
W 5.00; calves $3.006.5O; bulls
state, and that the act will not contain the referendum $3.00
$2,806)4.40.
feature which enabled Arizona to defeat the act of th;
.12.000.
Sheep
Market
receipts
Inst congress.
steady. Yearlings $6.006.75: wethers
$5.50W6.25; ewes $5.00 5.75 ; lambs
$7.00(1)7.90.
On Wednesday the water was turned into the new
Irrigation works at Carlsbad, N. M.t Just completed by
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, March 30. Cattle receipts
the nutlonul reclamation service. This water will be fn
300. Market steady. Peeves $4.20 fi
time to save many valuable orchards and alfalfa fields 6.75;
cows $1.76 i 4.90 ; heifers $2.7o
which had begun to suffer materially.
to
JD5.35; calves $5.50fi 7.65; good
prime steers $5.50 Sf 6.75; poor to medium $4.20 J 6.45; stockers and feed$2.8O4.90.
8 ersSheep
5 SOME INTERESTING REMARKS
receipts 6onn. market strong.
Western $4.2516.50; yearlings $6.20
ON GREAT EASTER FESTIVAL g iD7.35; lambs $6.00 'n K.oO, western
g

WILLIAM 1". IllHMiAN,
KJItor and Huslne Manage- -

SATCKU.W, MAHC1I

To make room for another
car, we will sell all of our
Silver Acorn Ranges for
6-ho-

le

$40.00
NET CASH

F. H. STRONG
Strong Block

Furniture

'

ooooooooooooxxxxxxcxxxxcoooo

$6.00 H 8.00.

XKXXXX0000XX000XX0XXK)C0
(I Vol. K. II. Smith, Ph. ., In the Pathfinder.)
If some one were to ask what Easter stands for,
ninety-nin- e
people out of a hundred would answer
casually that It testifies to the rising of Christ. That
Is the conventional answer and it is true so far as !
goes; but it does not go far enough to be a very good
answer.
In the first place the cast has from time Immemorial been venerated In a religious way. People looked
in that quarter for the rising of the sun, and li. time
the east took on a special sacredness as symbolizing
.
light, the rebirth of nature and the promise of
comwas
custom
to
recent
Even down
times the
mon among Christians of facing the east when mentioning the name of Jesus; churches were studiously
built with their altars to the east; people were burled
with their feet to the east, so as to be facing In thai
direction at the resurrection, etc.
This symbolism about the never ending mirad
of the rebirth of life runs strongly through all thf
religious anil popular lore of the east. In the eas:,
It Is understood, but In the west not, because Us origin
has been obscured. Just as each morning's rising sun
typified new light and life, so the reawakening of
nature In spring, after the death of winter, took on
a sacred meaning. The season of the vernal equi
nox thus came to be marked by special religious observances. The custom of presenting colored eggs to
friends as symbols of the season became widespread.
This custom appears to have originated among the
Persians, and It evidently bore evidence to the
egg, for which Ormuzd and Ahrimun were '.'
contend till the consummation of all things.
for does
The egg was suggestive of
It not contain the embryo of all that Is to come after? So also the rabbit, as the symbol of fertility
and prolific reproduction, was adopted Into the
of the season. The Romans used both the egg
and the rabbit In the rites attending their spring festival. We still use the same things but how many
are there who atop to think or Inquire why they us;
Among tho. Jews the Pussover became the
thonn.
great spring festival; It was a kind of thanksgiving
day commemorating their deliverance when the angel
of the Lord, smote tho first born of tne Kgyptiain
but "passed over" the Israelites. The Jews ate a lamb
as this festival, as we eat turkey at Thanksgiving and
Christmas, and in time the lamb became symbolical
of Christ. They ulso ate eggs at this time.
The early Chrlstlun church found these pegan und
other customs too deeply rooted among the people to
be Ignored, and with characteristic tact and judgment
the church authorities adopted them and applied to
them a new significance. In northern Kutrope tho
goddess called Easter wus Joyfully worshipped as the
deity of spring and the term. "Kaster Day" was in
accepted use, whereas In the south the term "Paseh,"
from the Hebrew word applied to the Passover, waj
employed In the same connection.
Numerous variations of the Hebrew word, such as "paas," "paschal,"
"paque," etc., are still commonly used as synonymous'
with Kaster.
The eastern und southern Christians in Europ.t
regarded their Paas as equivalent to tho Jewish Passover and abserved It on the I4th day of the first lunar
month of the Jewish year. This was not necessarily
on a Sunday of course. The northern Christians on
the other hand gradually came to consider Kaster us
symbolical of the rising of Christ from the dead, and
therefore decided that It must fall always on Sunday.
For a long time there wus a fierce conllict In th-church over this question but the council of Nice
325 A. 1). pronounced the Pitas Idea u heresy nnd declared that Kaster must be arranged to fall on Sunnew-life-

?

basis of value on which a railroad should
to earn dividends, and which should be

To find a
be permitted
used In determining what are reasonable rates, Is both
a diftlcult and an interesting problem. Those who enjoy puzzles or the working out of enigmas can find
source of occupation.
here a never-endin- g
For example, the Great Northern has submitted t
the Interstate commedce commission a statement of the
value of Its properties used In its trasportatlon business
The
on which It claims the right to earn net profits.
total is $390,000,000, and Is made up of $70,000,000 for
nine great terminals, $30,000,000 for- - other rights of
way, $40,000,000 for equipment, $50,000,000 for coal
lands and coal mines, and $200,000,000 as the cost of
reproducing Its tunnels, stations and other structures
at present prices.
This makes no account as to the stocks and bonds,
which represent the Investment In these properties
It deals only with the present cash value of the Investment. Neither does It make any allowance for the fact
that tho terminals at Sokane, now figured at $7,000,-00were a present. It does not refer to the fact that
the terminals at Seattle and other coast points
either gifts or bought at nominal prices.
How much good hard cash also did the Ureal
Northern pay for Its terminals at Superior, St. Paul
and MinneaMIs? How much of that total of $70,000,-00represents cost and how much present value?
How much of the $30,000,000 Included for light of way
represents actual outlay?
And then comes the question whether the constantly Increasing value of such holdings that cornea
with population and the country's development, l:s
which the railroads are but one factor, should be capAlso the question
italized and made dividend-earning- ?
arises, should they be capitalized and stocked, or should
Or, If stocked,
the dividends merely be Increased?
Who should get these beliclits?
Moreover, what has the value of Its coal lands t'J
do with a railroad's transportation rates, unless thesj
mines furnish the road with coal free or at cost? If,
also, rates are to be fixed now on the cost of reproduction of the road at present prices, should they be readjusted at the n xt time of depression oorrvpondlns
to 1MV at the then cost of construction?
The Ureal Northern apparently wishes to capitalize
the country's prosperity, its generosity, its growth for
the past decade, and the advantage tile company has
taken of the necessities of localities. It would claim
the right to pay dividends on ull of this and to tlx ltd
Is It right, and if not. hnw far is It
rates uccorilingl
wrong? Imluth
0,

wer--als-

.

News-Tribun-

WHAT IS A DEMOCRAT?
The Albany, N. V., Argus, having said Hut the Ne
r
Yolk World "h:is not had a democratic thought
drawn a democratic breath or experienced a democratic instinct or stnliiiieiit In more than a decade,'' the
World comes back not only with the democratic platform, which was printed in another columns of Th
Citizen recently, but with the folluwi:iK blow oo
plexus:
"If this charge lie true, the World must be aiiiii t
us
as the democratic- party itself
"Hut what Is a democrat In this particular year i
Hie Lord? If Mr. Jtryan Is u democrat, what Is Mr.
Cleveland .' If Mr. Cleveland is a democrat, what is Mr.
Hearst? If Mi. Hearst Is a democrat, what Is JudK.- Parker1.'
If Juile Parker is a democrat, what are Mur'.'
phy. Cunnei s and
If they are democrats
what Ik Wooilrow Wilson'.' If he Is a ileinociat. wh.i:
is Tom Taggart? If Tuggart is a democrat, what are
Uaniel and K.iyiicr and Culberson and Moigau anJ
are democrat
John Sharp Williams?
And if tln-what are Jtyan and Helmont?
"All of this,! distinguished persons profess to bo
presumably they all think they have
democrat.
ileinucratic thoughts and draw democratic breaths .in J
experience democratic Instincts."
As un exchange truly says:
"The ih umci ati" parly
Includes all tile derelicts of the political aclivll) an l
governmental theories of u hundred and thirty year i.
It Includes ull who are too pure to be practical, too advanced to be sensible, too bullheaded to be reasonable
-

,

!

day.
It should be remembered that Hie ancient
was to have the year begin in tin- spring.
It
that explains the uppuieut anomaly of our
of September and December being so named,
-

SANTA

Ft

custom
is thi.i

months
for In
those days September for Instance was the "seventh"
month us the name In Latin implies. No doubt the
church authorities would have had the year begin at
Kaster had It not been that Kaster was a movable
and not u llxed feast, being founded on the lunar
calendar.
The date January 1 for the beginning of
the yeur was purely arbitrary and it was only accepted after centuries of experiments with other dateJ.
As It was, the reckoning of the year from Kaster
was In use In Europe down to as late us 1MI0 in
some places, in
of the Inconvenience of this .system, while In oilier sections tin- - new year was begun
at Christmas.
The church authorities, who were nearly all powerful In matters affecting the calendar, would likew
have made Kaster u fixed festival, as It logically should
have been to cominenior.it.- - Hie Savior's rising, but
the Idea of the da. as b ing connected with the Jewish paschal moon could not be eradicated from tie'
popular mind. It was to remove all uncertainty aboui
Kaster that Pope Hregory XIII revised the Julian calendar. He tried to divis,- some plan that would neve-alloKaster and lint Jewish Pussover to fall on
date, but they do coincide once in a long w line
Kaster day was fixed as Hie lir-,Sunday after lie
full moon that is, in a general way Hie fir-- ;
Sunday after the lir-- l full moon occurring on or ali ne ciiurcli calculations,
iei .mu re u - i
however, ill
founded on veiy (del moon tables, and it is for th-:M
tli.it Kaster falls sometimes a week taili.-- r or
later Hun it would If regulated by the actual moon
It c.i.: coin- - u.-- early
March 1' 1 or as late as April
V and various oilier church f.stixals :uv determined

ELKS

DRAW FIRST BLOOD

A crowd that filled tne Elks' club
rooms to suffocation, witnessed the
opening game of the Commercial Club
Elks pool tournament last night, and
first blood went to the antlered bunch.
The score was as follows:
Club
49
S. Plckard
51
K. Kandon
50
Howard Clarke
50
Harry Weiller
26
Hoyt Post

Kvans

4

3

233

Total
Elks

Leon llertzog
J. 11 McManus
Melville Summers

50
50
33
41
50
50

Frank Harris
Hoy McDonald
Sol Penjamin

'

247
Total
Ilulllngton, of
Ileferee Fletcher
the club.
Umpires For tho club, K. J. Alger;
for the Elks, Herbert Brooks.
The next game will be played nt
the Commercial club at a date yet to
be decided upon.
Don't miss the Yankee Doodle girls
hi their song and drill Monday night,
April 1st.
railroaders,
mechanics,
Farmers,
laborers rely on Dr. Thomas' Electric
II.
Tukes the sting out of cuts, burns
or bruises at once. Pain cannot stay
where it is used.
o
Tho Columbus
Are you hungry?
hotel will make a speciality of Its
Sunday dinners and Easter will see
nre.
Hoast
an elaborate bill or
turkey, young lamb and everything
else that's good to eat.
o- I 'mi ml at I .list.
J. A. Harmon, of IJzeinore, West
Va.. savs: "At last I have found the
perfect pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of othrs
liver and
nt!!icted
with typhoid
chronic constipation, will say: take
GuarDr. King's New Mfe Pills."
25c at all
anteed satisfactory.

To Chicken Tenders.
M.ius.ud's Mills are selling good
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
II Y IH.l i: STK.M. I'lltlM V.4i- o
nil-- : hint in city.
AT .1. T. PALMKK'S.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

iori.

R.R

AND

Transactions

Cuaraniaao

ROSENFIEID'S,

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

.

i

AT
COLOMBO HALL
Admission FCc

THE
DANCING SCHOOL;

ladies

Free

Albuquerque, New Mexico

FOR RENT.
frame, close In.. $12. 00
3 rooms, furnished com- ' plete
$15.00
- room brick, modern.. 28.00
FOR SALE.
concrete house,
$1,000.00
full lot
cement, Third
1,100.00
ward
cement house 500.00
alfalfa ranch, close to
town.
home, comA fine suburban
plete In every respect.

CLEO KACKLEY-- 1

- room

4-

EXPERT .TAILOR,

it
It

look but little readjustment to give ih- - pagan
a Christian significance, tin. ugh Hie lixing
il
,y t,,, union bad to lie conceded.
the
The
,,f jOnster with the rising of the sun, ihe
dawn of day. the rehlrlh of life after winter, und Joy
of a rich garner for the Season was readily
i
ai the

GRAPHOPHONES

re

PHONOGRAPHS

VICTOR

CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.
REALTY

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

EDISON
We always did take pride
in having a nice,
clean, fresh

TALKING MACHINES

SINGING MACHINES

f There k inylfiii75 Dearer

Cracker

7

To

-

cv

and

Cake Stock
We also take pride in
selling lots of them.
We know that price helps
to sell them, so we offer 3
packages of Lindquist or
Inerseal City Sodas for 25c
all this week and next.
AMirgiKHQlK

CASH

GHO-CEH-

315 Marble

HOME

Ave. 1'hone, 206
M. WARD. Mgr.

first
at once,

class ratchet

VSPjgtee-

-

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

Phone 98

COAL

angsaMBflBBsn

We Want
iiiic-

Healer

Y

COMrANY.

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$.60
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
PER TON

setter

per day.
per day
10 Miners, $.5K to $3 per day.
Maker, $lfl to $18 per week.
Teamsters, $2 25 per day.
Solicitors, on commission.
Canvassers, on commission.
5iils fur housework.
Short order cook at once.
MM I'M 'Y- Si it "I'llWKSTKttX
MEXT AUENOY,
Phone. S07. No. 110 S. pec. St.
2 Stoneinnstons,
$4
- ll. ncli Mi n, $3.50

JJOC4K4K0000K3KCK00C

FLir SCREENS

Door screens ns strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both streiiKtH and price. Window
si rectiH that are as strong" as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

t

e.istirn-niad-

into th

Christian
Christ repre
seiiied Hie sun. tin- light, and Kaster his resurrection
Hie thanksgiving for the past, the Joy ,f the ples-enand the hope for the future were all beautifully
appropriate to the new Interpretation of the festival.

PRESSER

ill.

W-5-

WOOD
Bid LOAD OF MILL WOOD

S2.25 AND $2.79

FOR

John

S.

Beaven

v

i

a rev

wuvr is un: yoi;m
to?

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

com in-

Ileyund -. Hut we know
tro
people who inhabit thla part ofti.it
it will
add to their health, length of life and
happiness If they eat Hailing' lireu.l
Same thins true of our rolls, pies and
other pastry. Sure you have the
name?
n-

KaMer

enKi-afte-

CLEANER,

110 West Gold

--

b

Principles.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

EXCHANGED

Association Offlea

on Scientific

CALL AND SEE THEM

BOUGHT. SOLD

TICKETS

Constructed

5-

1

-

iVjqJ

rut

The session of the First Judicial
district court at Santa Fe was taken
up yesterday afternoon with the case
of Isaacs & company, of Kansas City,
versus Mrs. Joseph Ilersch of Santa
Fe. The suit was for the recovery of
$75, claimed to be due the plaintiff
on a bill of goods, which amount the
defendant claimed had been paid. A.
H. Itcnehan
represented the plaintiff
and Col. Oeo. W. Prltchard the defendant. In consequence of the time
consumed by the above case the application for a change of venue in the
Morris murder matter did not reach
a hearing yesterday.
A suit has been filed with the court
against Santa Fe county In which the
plaintiff, H. A. Ensign, prays for
Judgment In the sum of $15,477.50,
which amount he claims Is due him in
payment Vf coupons on bonds Issued
July 1. 1892. The
by the county
at
claim Includes accrued interest
6
per
cent.
rate
of
the

The Automatic

AUTOMATIC

DISTRICT COURT

w

-

REFRIGERATORS

COUNTY

m

sym-bills-

BASIS FOR REASONABLE RATES

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City March 30. Cattle receipts 1.000, Including 300 southerns.
Market steady. Southern steers $3.75
cows
fii'5.25; southern
$3.00 W 3.75 ;
stockers and feeders $3.60 rT 5.00; bulls
$3.O04.25; calves $.1.75 rro 7.00; western fed steers $4.00(5.75; western
fed cows $3.00f(4.r0.
Sheep receipts none; market nominally steady. Muttons $5.25Ti6.00;
lambs $7.35ffB7.50; range wethers
$5.506.S0; fed ewes $5.00(fr 5.75.

SUHKRIOR-PIVNINC-
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PIONEER BAKERY.

207 South First Street.
Salt Iako City and Ketiirn $31.95.
I LI"S HOT CHOCOLATE
VL- March 30 to April 2. Limit sixty
days.
ton's imru store.
Mexico City n
Ueturu $40.35.
April 21 to May 1. Limit July SI.
If you want
lu udrertlslug.
T. K. PI'KDT. Acent.
tre an Evenlcg Titlien wnt ti

ru!t

SATVIUlAY.

MtlMil

'ALBUQUERQUE

.to. IMC

SAYS

MAN

EAiSTER SUNDAY

EASTER

AT THE CHURCHES
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CITIZEN.
-
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W

WILL

EVEKLNG

Trombone Solo "Nearer My Go to
Thee"
Mason
Mr. Fred K. Ellis.
Hymn No. 139.
organ Postlude March from EH"
Costa
ICvcnimr Servlee.
Prelude (a) "Evening Song.
(b) "Standehen."
0
(c) "In the Chapel."
Cliristlan Church.
The
Ellis Brass Quartet.
( Corner Oold and Broadway, i
No. 144 "He Lives the
Ernest K. Crawford minister. Sun- Hymn
Great
Redeemer
Lives.".
worship
morning
m.;
day school, 10 a.
Anthem
Choir
at 11 o'clock, with Easter sermon by Offertory
Solo
Selected
the minister.
by.
N.
Prof.
J.
Cad
C(a) "Prayer From 'Faust'"
trl rwl Preibytcrlnn tlmnii.
tb) "Nearer My God to Thee."
(Corner Fifth and Silver Avenue.)
Ellis Brass Quartet,
llev. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor. Serv- organ The
Postlude "Pomp and Cirices appropriate to Easter will be conElgar
cumstance"
ducted at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
O
Morning theme, "Is There Another
('oiigreffHtlcinnl
I'lrM
Cliurt'li.
Life?"
(Corner Coal Avenue and Broadway)
Evening theme, "The Home of the
Rev. J. H. Heald, pastor. Cantata
Soul."
by Dudley Buck, entitled "Christ, the
MuhIcrI Program Morning.
Victor," will he given both morning
Organ l'relude Hallelujah Chorus
evening. 11a. in., and 7:30 p. m.
and
Anthem "Christ Our Passover" . . .
No, I Prophet lo Prologue.
Chappie Organ
Baritone Solo "Who Is This That
Solo "Christ in tlethsemenc
(
'omi t h From Edom
Pillltlf
Mr. Reynolds.
Mrs. Marie Christian Smith.
Tin'
Eve of the Sabbath, lamentat"Tomb. Thou Shalt Not Hold Him
of
the
Women .. Indies Quartet
ion
Vodrieh "The Night Watch"
linger"
.. .Chorus of Men
Male Quartet.
Plliiti
Even In Death"
KYcrolng Selections.
Mr. Reynolds
Anthem "The Magdalene" t Easter
mid
Chorus "The Easter
Warren Duet
Hymn)
Dawn"
Faure Mrs.
Solo "The Palms"
Silbernagel and Mrs. Washburn.
Mrs. H. C. Collins.
"Behold
There Came a Great
Anthem "Jesus Christ is Kisen To
Earthiiiake"
Chorus
Davldlca Tenor Sulo "Fear Not Ye"
day"
a
. .
Mr, Gould
IliglllUKl Methodist K)isClHl 'lllll'-- l Chorus "And They Departed'
SOIItll.
Reappearance
"And the Same Day
(318 South Arno.)
at Evening"
Uidies' Quaret
1'reachlitK at 11 a. m. by the pas- Polo "All power Is Given to Me".
Spe
tor. Subject, "Thu Kesurrecllon.
Mr. Gould
Missionary Chant.
cial m utile.
as fol Report of the night watch, "And the
8 p. m . musical program
Same Evening Came Soldiers."
lows:
'
Progrum
"The Questioning of Simon Peter. .
Men's Chorus
Part One
Soprano Solo "And Many Times
Prelude Violin Solo "Largo and
Appeared
Silbernagle
He"
....Mrs.
Traumerel"
"Lovest Thou Me"
Hymn 443, Congregation standing.
Ladies' Quartet, Mr. Gould and Mr.
Prayer.
Lambert.
Anthem Bass and Soprano Soli,
The
Ascension Alto
Solo "And
Day"
"First Easter
He Led Them (Jut As Far As
1'iccolo Solo-Bethany"
Mrs. Washburn
Imet Soprano and Alto, "Easter
Baritone Solo "This Is He Who
Echoes"
Cometh From Edom"
Announcements,
Mr. Reynolds.
offertory "Ave Verum Corpus"...
Moxurt Final "So To The Heaven of
Heavens"
Violin, Organ and Piano.
Chorus Soprano: Mrs. Silbernagle,
Part Second
Mrs. Mayo, Miss Palmer: Alto: Mrs.
Anthem "Praise the Lord, All Ye
Washburn, Mrs. Otero. Miss Harsch;
Nations"
Tenor: Mr. Gould, Mr. Nettleton;
Address Kev. O. It. Holliday.
M
rJass: Mr. Lumbert; Baritone:
Solo,
Anthem Alto and Soprano
Reynolds, Mr. Washburn.
"Jesus, the Lord, Is Kisen"
Organist Mrs. R. H. Lester.
Violin, Piccolo, Piano and Organ
Subject for morning address. "The
"Sweet and Low"
Keys
of Hades."
Anthem "The Risen Lord"
Subject of evening address, "The
Congregation standing.
Doxology
Limitless Life."
Benediction.
Postlude.
IiiiiiiiKiilnte Conception Church
St. Joiin's KiIscojniI Church.
Predule Melody
A. Ruhtnstcin
(Corner Silver and Fourtn.)
Third Opera No. 1.
Sunday school ut 10 a. m.
Kyrle Benedictus and Mangus Del,
Morning service at 11 o'clock.
irom Webbers Mass In G.
Hymn "Christ, the
Processional
Offertory Lauda Sinn.
Today"
Lord. Is Klmm
"Grand Chorus"
Siuiiillolte
E. F. Wmbault
Credo and Sauctus by Lijeal's Muss
Anthem "Christ our Passover
la 11.
I he chorus
J. S. B. Hodges
Is composed of thirty
Fred Schilling voices.
Jubilate
John N. Brown
Te Deum
0
Hymn "Angels lioll the llock
St. Paul's Lutheran Church Cor
C. F. Itoper ner .sixtn street and Silver avenue;
Away"
Offertory Anthem "Lovely Appear
Rev. Ernest Moser, pastor.
'. Gounod
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m
Recessional Hymn "The Day of
German service and sermon at 11
B. Tours a. m.; subject, "The Third Day II
Resurrection"
p.
3.
Evening service at
in.
Arose Again From tho Dead."
the
Hymn "Christ
Processional
English service and sermon nt
Lord, is Risen Today"....
i:30 p. in.: subject, "Rubbonl, Which
E. F. Rimbault is to Say, Master. '
W. H. A. Hall
Mimniflcat
All Lutherans of this city are espeW. II. A. Hull cially Invited to attend the services.
Nunc Dimlttls
Baritone Solo "The Way or the
Cross"
Mr. R. W. Reynolds.
Anthem "Christ Our Passover"..
HOLDS
J. S. B. Hodges
Offertory "The Risen Christ
Mrs. Silbernagle.
Recessional Hymn "The Day of
ANNUAL SESSION AT
B. Tours
Resurrection"
At this service, Pilgrim Command-ery- .
Knights Templar, will intend In

V

PRESBYTERY

a

New Hat.
With every indication of un idea!
day for the occasion, those women
who have prepared themselves with
an array of Easter tlnery are anxiously awaiting the coming of the morrow. And they are many too. In
fact, the milliner
and dry Koodi
merchants say It has been many
years since a better Easter trade has
been enjoyed.
Picture hats and
parasols, laces and lingerie, rustling
silks and ruffled waists these have
been the demand since the first spring
millinery opening a few weeks since.
And the demand this year has
been for a better class of g.xids," said
one merchant today.
"Silk gloves,
fancy luces, line hosiery and lingerie
a,
have had
tremendous sale.
And
the more costly suits have also met
with ready sale. We have sold more
dress goods and silk dresses this year
than at any previous Easter."
"The best barometer of the season
that we have," remarked a milliner,
"was the heavy sale of expensive hats
this year. At our opening we ruu Oh
display a number of Imported creations, nn-- the prices wero above the
ordinary; but we have none of the
hats now.
That shows what the women of AlhiKiueruun think of modish
millinery. The entire millinery trade,
as I understand It, has been bright,
snappy and cheerful at least 33 per
cent better than any former season,
1 think."

THREE

FAMILIES

jk

I
It

lv
J

I
1

liuicli.
(Corner Third and Lead Avenue.)
The Rev. J. C. Rollins, D. I., pastor. The Easter exercises of the Sunday school will take place at 9:45. An
elaborate program has been arranged.
The public is cordially invited.
Morning worship, with sermon by
the pastor at 11 a. m.
Following Is the order of services
for the day:
Morning
Organ Prelude.
Hymn "Hark Ten Thousand Harps
and Voices"
Apostles' Creed A uniting.
Gloria Patri.
Responsive Service Page 80.
Anthem "Christ Our Passover"..
Schilling
Morning Iesson.
Prayer.
Organ Response.
Offertory.
Hymn "Golden Harps are Sound,.
ing"
Sermon "The Voice From the
Morning''
Pastor
Tho
Solo "Christ in Uethsemene"
Palmer
Mrs. M. C. Smith.
Hymn "O Day of Resurrection."
BenedlcUon.
Organ Postlude.
ICveniiig Koni; Service.
Hymn "The Walk, tu Eininaua"
Prayer.
Easter Cantata "The Risen King"
Schnecker
Tho Choir.
Reading "The Legend Beautiful".
t
Longfellow
Mr. A. L. Martin.
"The Evening After the Morning".
The Pastor
Ado '"Che Heavenly Song" .... i ray
Mrs. M.
Smith.
Voi-sli-

Three families are homeless and a
y
frame building at 51'J South
First street. Is burned beyond all repair as a result of a lire which started
from a defective Hue about
7:30
o'clock last evening. The house was
the property of Mrs. J. Winston, who
resides near Topeka, Kan., and the
families made homeless were renters
of Mrs. Juanita Perea. who had the
property under lease. Very little of
the household goods were saved, so
rapidly did the tire do Its work, and
the damage will amount tn probably
$1,000, which is covered by $500 insurance, carried by a company represented by F. H. Kent.
Both the city departments am the
Santa Fe shops fire department responded to the general alarm, but the
building was a mass of Humes before
any of them arrived and nil that could
be done was the confining of the tire
to the one house and Bavlng a
beams, which stand as a
monument lo the burned building.
This same building caurht on fire
about a year ago, In the same way,
but was saved from destruction by
the timely arrival of the tire department.
two-stor-

SAN DOMINGO
COMPANY

J

LUMBER

TOOTH" AT OPERA
APRIL

8

AND

9

As the rehearsals of tin- - "Elk's
Tooth" progress the big cast of llfty
of our best local talent become more
enthusiastic over the production. It
is becoming more apparent every day
that It will be the best performance
ever given by amateurs in the city.
There Is not one dull moment In
the entire opera. It Is brim full of
fun and music from beginning to end.
The opera has made a great hit
throughout the country and with the
excellent cast that has been secured
it is sure to make a big hit In A-

6:5
Strangers
p. m.

are cordially invited to
services.
Morning Scrvliv.
rg in Prelude
Grand Chorus ...

:lll
(

Dubois

Th.

Anthem "I'nfold i'e Poitils Ever- n. Gounod
lasting"
"Joy to the World"
Hymn
Il.indel
Trombone S do "Ave Maria" ....
M

Mi

I'rayer.

S..lu- -

Fred K. Ellis.

.

ignl

Resurrection"
Hurrv Hirav Shell, v
Mrs. Roy McDonald,
"Christ, our
offertory Anthem
Dudley Buck
Pasauver"
Mesdames Hale, McDoiial-1and Prof. J. N. Cadby.
Hymn No. 137 "Christ, the Lird.
is H1en Today
"Til.

.

STATIONERY

323 South Sacond Street

and Jeweler

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T.

vy
u'i rosier onoe, cxira gooa graae$,
well made, perfect fitting, very dressy and service-8- $
able, every pair warranted and specially priced for
jj this selling, at pair

xN

&

S. F. R. R.

1

1

o West Gold Ave.

jjChas. L. Keppeler E
DKALKK IN

$2.50 and $2.00

AWNINGS

Misses' and Children's fine Vici Kid Shoes, for
school and dress wear.
l oiKr T;n
gj sion Soles, Easy Fitting Styles, Lace and Button

Ptn

pgj

Frn.

raiierns

ES

317 and 319 South Second Streot iV

$1.35 and $1.00

$l.tfb,-$1.65-

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

Leon B.Stern.Proprietor

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .
X-'r""-

hA7

'

nn

r

-

v.

-
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'"V'T?T"

Under Havtjv Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

nT

5

Convenience - Comfort - Security

1

I

J

.

The telephone makes the
lighter, the cares lew

The
telephone
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

dutlc

and the worries fewer.

3

YOV NE13

A TELEPHONE

IX YOtTC nOMfc

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ox

NOTICE TO MY CUSTOMERS.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 29, 1907.
After thoroughly considering the best interests of my
customers, as well as my own interests, 1 am forced to
the conclusion that to serve both the better it is imperative that hereafter I conduct my business on a strictly
cash basis. I therefore give notice to my customers that
from and after May 15, 1907, I will sell coal and wood
only for cash.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.

noxT

DROP

ike.
There are as many
klrxls as there are days in

thiTylar

SOMi: GROCERIES
nnHenfi,'lf, 1&be.la lo "commend them
else. The kind
wll Itrlve saturation on
UblTa.n5
" 'he e""r- We don'tthe
taks
the labels for our standard.
know the character of thi9 ?onte
f every Jackage.
-

The Champion Grocery Co.
MATTEVCCT

ELK'S OPERA

STACY DID IT
Winn

1

CODFECflMERY,

N. H. .ANDRtIS
The Old Reliable Watchmaker

HOUSE

VALUABLE MULE

strangers are Invited an will bo
welcome to all services.
A
First Baptist Church.
Corner Bruauuay ana l.ei.li
Sunday school at :45 a. m. Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m., by
Rev. Geo. R. Vainey. 11. Y. P. 1'. ut

PATENTS,

BROS.

lbuquerque.

LOSES

Offertoi-y-Hymn- .

7:10.

1

Display

'waj'iii'.'j.

V

Benediction.
Organ Postlude.
The Epwnrth League no ts at 6.
and the evening service begins

DRJGS,

VISITED

reached here Wednesday from Leake,
written after he had read what tho
El Paso papers had to say about him,
says the El Paso Herald. As a matter
of fact the papers did not print a
word about his disappearance
till
Tuesday afternoon, and the papers
did not reach Albuquerque till Wednesday morning about 7 o'clock. Leake
had no time to write a letter, even
if he had been right at the train waiting for the papers and get it back
here on Wednesday, so this source of
alleged Information Is effectually dis
posed or.
lie has not written to
anybody In El Paso since leaving.

HOUSE

Staab Building

..

J. A. KREMIS

the greatest collection of stylet and
WE OFFER
the best values to be found in the city.
Button Oxfords, Chresty and Gibson Ties, Pump.
etc All the newest creatiom; made of the highest
grade leathers, most of them in the short Vamp
effect

THAT

ALBUUERU E

"IKS'

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

See Our

--

The following clergymen comprising the Presbytery of tie Rio Grande
convened last Tuesday for a two
days' session in the First Presbyter-Ia- n
Rev. H. C.
church of Deming:
Thompson, Albuquerque;
Rev. M.
.Mattbleson, Socorro; Rev. John Mor- dy, Laguna; Rev. G. W. Dunlup, Las
cruces; Rev. J. R. Gass, Albuquerque;
Rev. H. A. Cooper. Albuquerque;
Rev. J. C. RodrlqueE,
Las Cruces;
Rev. 11. M. Perkins, Socorro; Elder
G. H. Utter, Silver City; Elder A. F.
Rutland, Deming.
Rev. M. Matthieson mm
chosen
moderator and two new member.,
Rev. C. It. Broadhead, of the Presbytery of Santa Fe, and Re. Wm.
Sickles, of the Presbytery of Okla
homa, were received.
During the
session the usual routine business
was transacted and many Interesting
addresses and reports were maJi.
Rev. G. W. Dunlin, of Las Cruces.
the retiring moderator, delivered an
able sermon on Wednesduy evening.
Tho next session will bo held ut Mag
dalena in March or April of next
year.

ALBERT FA BUR'S

MADE

made yesterday that
New Officers Chosen and Re- - a The statement
letter had been received from Leake
at Albuquerque Is without foundation.
ports Heard Next Meet
This statment had it that a letter

at Magdalena.

Come Early
AND GET FIRST CHOICE

l!

-

Fire Fiend Successful In Second Attempt-Lo- ss
$1,000
Insurance $500.

LEAKE

1

Window

IS DENIED

PRICES.

1

$3.00
$3.50

&

FIRE

IT

$2,5

I

HOMELESS BY

Seats free. A cordial invitation is
extended to all.

First

We just closed a deal for a large ship-- .
ment of rugs which was shipped to
Las Vegas, but not delivered there.
We bought these goods at our own
figures and shall place the lot on sale
Monday morning at FACTORY

ia

38 very clevcr ty,e

'1

-

l

body.

D
MclliiNllHt Kplsooiml

I

Have No Fear Little Girl. You
Will Get to Wear the

7-

...

GIGANTIC RUG SALE

prOR

BEJAIR
ClirMInn KHenoe.
i'Jirlstlan Science services Sunday
at U a. m.. at Itoom 25, Grant building, corner of Hnllrond avenue and
Subject, "Unreality."
Third street.
Sunday
at 10 a. tn. Wednesday
room
p. rn. UendlnK
venltiK at
open dully from 2 to 4 p. ni.

ro

W f7

Tom

Hubbell's

barn

caught

lire
From a live electric wire,
And It left the Inside charred from
beam to sill.
Tin building was secured
For the- barn It was insured.
A: d the Inside done, but paint it
meded still.

The treacherous Rio Grande counts
mule among its late victims. The animal was one of a team
of four belonging to the Domingo
Lumber company, and used to haul
lumber from the company's saw mill
in Cochiti canyon to Thornton, and
was valued at
20u. Tho
accident Painters all around came to it.
occurred a few days ago, and was the Ju-i to see if they could do It.
result of the driver not being able to
Tonk tluir pencil out and figured
snim and not having courage. When
half a day
Hie
reached the current of the
much excessive whining.
river, which Is now very swift, the Then upHitthoughts
of kalsominlng
Gave
mule lo&t .his footing nd became
disgusted,
Got
turned around and
In the traces, and Instead
of
walked a.vay.
Jumping into the water and releasing
the struggling animal, the driver hit
1'e.iiing cu.s words went Tom Hub-b- e
the wheel mule and
for help.
11
The otlu r inuK-- s were extracted from
Straight to St icy with his trouble
a very dangerous situation with great
For he knew that Stacy'd do It
f licult V.
If the Job was ever dune.
Tin- lmck-and- Ing dancing by tiny And it proved as he had planned It.
with smiles his face expanded,
burnt cork artists ut the Juvenile ForAndstacy
did It right us he will for
Minstrels Monday night, April 1st,
ears to come.
promises to be a very taking feature
it tlie evening's performance.
SAi: YOI It MTTI.1-- CIIU kllXS
II Y
Ol'K JCLLIAIU.E
YOURS
FOR
THE TAKING
FOOD. MAkl.S
A
CHICK
OI K, K
FPEE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
H.OItorS 4. ROW 1 11. E. W.
1(12 SOI I II FIRST
KlltrrT.
a valuable

Monday Night, April 1st
1'ivler ausplcfH
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of the Woman's flub.

Y0UR GROCER HAS IT
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Little Ones in Black Face

j

In White Chorus

Comical Jokes
Latest Coon Songs
Fancy and Clog Dancing
Olio of Bright and Clever Specialties
Pretty Girls, Pretty Costumes
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FRENCH BAKERY
KAT HAILRJ
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I ALWAYS

FRtSllTASTY
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Covers more, l.n.k.

the longest, most economical, full meaure
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quartered here, the first part of
bus been more unfortunate for ship
1 f

DHL

STREET TO

BE QUIESCENT
TILLFALL

T

owners, underwriters and sailors than
the same period for many years past.
Marine disasters have romo fast upon one another and the casualty llt
is positively grewsome.
Numerically speaking, the loss of
vessels has been greatest among the
vessels of the Atlantic seaboard. To
this was added the wrecking of the
Joy line steamship
Larthmont off
Watch Hill, and the stranding of the
Channel steumshlp
Iterlln at the
Hook of Holland. Then there was
big
steamship
the
Dakota wreck! on
a Japanese reef; the loss of two Ham
steamships at Kingston; the sinking of the American
Hugonla
near New Orsteamship
leans; the accident to the tierinan
steamship Nerlssa at the month of
the Klver Kmc, and an enormous list
of smaller vessels either totally lost
or badly damaged.
In this connection it Is Interesting
to note that an agitation has been
started for the repeal of the anti
quated federal statute of 1851 which
limits the liability of the owners ol
a wrecked vessel to an amount which
shall In no case exceed the value of
the wreck. I'nder this statute the
Joy line can be held liable for only
SI 43.23 damages for all the deaths
and injuries caused in the Iirchmont
wreck.
A few years ago, when the steamer
Slocum went down in the sound, with
A death
list of 1.000. the company
could be held liable for only 1K.O00.
which was the price for which the
.vreck sold. There is no way of
touching the marine Insurance money
owning the
which the corporations
steamships are able to collect. There
seems to be little doubt but that this
law, which is a relic of barbarism,
will be repealed at the next session
of congress.
Nixon, the shipbuilder, has
let It be known that he shortly will
build an engine which will drive a
ship across the Atlantic In four days.
This engine will be manufactured
at a new plant which the shipbuilder Is about to establish at Totten-villStaten Island.
According to Mr. Nixon, putents
have been taken out and plans for the
new engine have been made, as well
as arrangements to place this engine in one of the largest types of
steamships alloat Mr. Nixon llrmly
steamships are
believes that four-da- y
at hand. The ship, on which the trial
will be made, will be titled with live
each.
propellers of 6.000 horse-powThe engine will be of the standard
type gas engine, using as fuel a gus
Kach
made from crude petroleum.
of the six engines will be double acting and reversible.
The big plont at which Mr. Xixon
will build these engines will cover
four acres and employ 1,000 men.
burg-Americ-

Its Precipitated Panic to

In-

fluence the President and
Legislatures Failed.
THIS AN UNUSUALLY

BAD

SEASON ON THE

SEAS

New York Has Entered on New
Keal Estate Speculation Era
Through Subways.
MK.'iill

(lllT'll(l(!llr'.

Nrw Tork. March 3D. VVnil street
have nettled down to a per-M- I
innof toIlKtleHMncKH
after one of the
Kit novel panics ever known In Its
kMory. The fact thnt tha financial
diHlrk-- t went through a crash, when
"rarity values slumped off a full
of dolars In a few duys, without
a stngle failure being re'ordeil Is
MimrthiiiK that never before has been
5nie of the market leaders expect
no we any bull movement this spring
twjs from the present comparative
ran ire of values. Tno railroad
friliintlon and the agitation that has
Iwn In progress for months, from one
wd of the country to the other,
.HuiiiHt corporations
and corporate
i influences,
form a combination of
raramstances likely to be too great
to permit of any decided upward ten
4ency in security values. Neither
;ls It expected that there wilt be any
extensive bear raids on values In the
ear future. Pew, If any, stock ex
ehamaje .houses have been able to
nake their expenses during the past
wtater, so small has been the gen
eral volume of the public c business,
and little change Is expected for some
months to come.
Of oourse some of the Interests
that have been raiding the market.
apparently for the sole purpose of
kjnotn(.rat:ing to President Koose-ve- lt
and his administration, as well
an to the legislatures In the various
agl- -'
lates. that the
fatlon has knocked the bottom out
of necurlty prices, may raid again,
hut It Is doubtful. The actions of the
big financial Interests were poorly
ahielded and their object was too
ell known to make It worth while
for them to indulge in any further
along the same line.
demonstration
On the other hand, the admittedly
vast amount of money that will have
to be spent In the next few ' years
on rauroad tieveiopements and 1m- -.
provements will. It is believed, check
.any decided upward tendency in
prices.
Summed up, after the strangest
anrt of a panic, Walt street apparently is going Into a
state
which few of the market lend- lrm
expect
er
to see it emerge until fall
at least.
There Is plenty of ground for
that the recent tumultuous
wnes on the stock exchange were
aggravated. If indeed they were not
actually instigated, by the financiers
In control if the railroad properties.
The railroads must use vast sums of
money in the near future and they
mist be able to get this money on
fcUrly easy terms, which they realize
they cannot do unless there is some
rhange in the attitude of the public.
The situation of the railroads Is
most trying but It Is largely due to
the neglect of the men In control of
the properties. During the periods of
great prosperity these men made no
adequate provision for the future.
Too freely did they gather the fruits
of their prosperity and too freely did
they indulge in market manipulation.
Their abuses of the public, coming
to light coincidental with high
money rates In the world's "markets,
haa brought the subject home to
these magnates in a way that Is most
unpleasant.
They have been used to
running things with a high hand and
they do not like being obliged to
cater to the general public at this
time.
There is no doubt but the
attitude of the national
and state administrations may be carried further than is necessary, and
may work an Injustice In some cases.
In the long run, however, the effect
ill be for the general Improvement
of business conditions and the sooner
the men in control of the railroads
realize this, the better it will be for
their properties and themselves.
The fact that the recent panic
was fallurelesa Is of itself an indication that It was a manufactured
panic, in which many big men were
willing to see their securities depreciate In order to make an impression which apparently they have not
roeceeded in making.
Under the
hand of the modern manipulator, the
lock exchange has lost much of its
ahjrnlflcance as a barometer of general business conditions.
According to data obtained from
the leading shipping Interests head
bll-W- .ii

'

semi-comato- se

hus-piel-

Ix-w-

e.

er

steamship comThe
panies are preparing for an unprecedented spring and summer rush to
Kurope. The advance bookings of
the big lines already are made up and
most of the choice accommodations
on the leading vessels have been taken for months ahead. This Increase
in travel of course is in keeping with
prosperity
the progress of national
which further is indicated by the
large number of motor cars for which
steamship accommodations also have
been booked.
A clear Indication of the early tide
of European travel la shown by the
fact that the North German Lloyd
boats, since the first of tho year, have
carried 220 more first cabin passengers, 1,000 more second cabin passengers, and 7.000 more steerage passengers than for the same period of the
year before. To counterbalance this,
however, there has been a falling off
in the travel from Kurope to this
country.
All of the big
lines
have been overhauling their lleets for
this year's business and the White
Star line will be Increused by the addition of the new Adrlutic, which will
make Its first voyage from New York
trans-Atlant-

ic

trans-Atlant-

on May

ic

2.

The curiosity of man long has been
an expensive proposition
ut it sel
dom has been shown in a more
striking way than by the fact that
the New York Central railroad has
been compelled to spend $25,000 to
protect men from the results of their
own curiosity.
was
The $2r,000
spent in placing hoods over the third
rail along the suburban stations of
that part of the Central lines where
electric service has been Installed.
Kven since the recent electrification of the suburban section of the
road, II appears that rummutcrs have
spent most of their spare time, while
waiting for trains, in poking their
umbrellas at the third rail to see
what would happen. Impromptu fireworks were one frequent result and
scared umbrella holders, spectators
and train crews were another. Fortunately for the curious none of
them happened to have the latest device of steel framed and steel handled
umbrellas, or else there would have
been some funerals.
As it happened there was enough
trouble, and the railroad officials proceeded to hood the rail in front of
each station platform so that It will
bo Impossible from now on for any
of the Inquisitive to investigate with
an umbrella or anything else larger
than a hatpin.
Apparently New York is moving into a new era of real estate speculation, owing to the additional subways about to be undertaken.
This real estate movement promises a more radical
transformation
in Manhattan than was accomplished
by the construction of the first subway and real estate men believe that
a general readujstment of the citv's
population is about to begin.
From the wonderful success of the
first subway real estate men have
At that time they
learned much.
were cautious and uncertain in their
operations to discount the project,

Growing Girls
Growing girls need care, advice and medicine,
especially on reaching the age of puberty. A
mother's tender care and words of caution will
often accomplish wonders. As for medicine, a
gentle, safe and reliable strengthening tonic is
Wine of Cardui,
It will prevent and relieve pain, regulate the
functions, clear the complexion and strengthen
the constitution.
It is a valuable medicine for growing girls. It
has tided thousands over a critical period, and
saved them from years of suffering. It can never
do harm and is sure to do good.
A relief or cure for all female disorders in girls
and women.
At every druggist's in $1.00 bottles. Try it.
M

WINE

Init now they ran proceed from
knowledge. As soon as the
contracts are let for the new sub
ways, and all of the route details furn
ther settled, a vast real estate
will be undertaken.
capital
are
Hundreds of millions of
nady for this purpose, especially now
that the collapse of many speculative Wall street pools have released
ronds which were tied up for conAll of the con
siderable periods.
tracts are to be let within the next
cam-palu-

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

i:in irit

or

ATK

omi-akino-

Territory of New Mexico, office of
the secretary.
I. J. W. Uaytiolds, secretary of the
territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record in this office at nine o'clock a.
m.. on the twenty-thir- d
dav of March,
A.

!.,

1H07,

Certificate of Amendment m tin- - Article of Incorporation of The Albuquerque linn, Klcctrlc Light anil
Tower Omitmiiy. Increasing Cupl
la I stock, etc, Ccitlfkil from tlie
Mate or Colorado:
and also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on flic, and de
clare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Uiven under my hand
and the
great seal of the territory of New
Mexico, at the city of Santa Fe, the
capital, on tills 23rd day of March
A.

I).,

107.

J. W. HAYNOLDH.

Secretary of New Mexico.
man-

olllce of the sec
t'nlteil States of America)
-

01

nioracio,

retary of state,

(ss.

State of Colorado.
Certltlcalc.
I. Timothy O'Connor, secretary of
state of the state of Colorado, do
hereby certify that the annexed is a
full, true and complete transcript of
the
Certificate of Amendment to l lie
or liicorxratloii of The Albuquerque tins, Klcctrlc light and
Tower Company;
which was tiled In tills office the
lxth day of March, A. D. 11107, at
12:10 o'clock p. m., and admitted to
record.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the
great seal of the state of Colorado at
the city of Denver, this twentieth day
of March, A. D. 1907.
lo

TIMOTHY

isv

John

deputy.

II'CONNOU.

Secretary of State.

k. ham Kit.

(SKAL.

ALBUQUMtQUK

Dr. PRICE'S

Cream Baking Powder

capital

to-w- it;

INTEREST
Charles K. Durbln this 5th day of
March, A. D. 1907.
WILLIAM K. ILIFF.
CHARLES K. DUIIBIN.
My commission will expire April

V. That at said special meeting of
the stockholders of the said company
the following resolution was duly of- rered and being put to vote received
the unanimous vote of all the stock- -'
holders of the company present and
represented, and received the vote of
nineteen hundred and thirty shares
of the capital stock of said company
s
that being more than
of
t:
the entire capital stock thereof,

21st.

ad

surplus, $100,000

SAYINGS

ON

Meant and Unsurpass

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

KXnonSKD:
44482.

three-fourth-

"Me It resolved, that the capital
stock of this company be increased
to five
hundred thousand dollars
(1500,000.00) to be divided Into one
hundred thousand dollars (1100.000.- 00) of preferred stock and four hundred thousand dollars ($400,000.00)
of common stork.
"Re It further resolved, that the
third and fourth sections of the articles of Incorporation of this com-- :
pany as heretofore filed with the secretary of state of the state of Colorado bo and the same hereby are
amended to read as follows:
"HI. The capital stock of our
company shall consist of five hundred
thousand dollars ( J500.000.00), consisting of live thousand (6.000) shares
of the par value of one hundred dollars (1100.00) each, and one thousand (1,000) shares of said stock
shall be preferred and four thousand
(4 000) shares shall be common
stock. The stock certificates Issued
by the company shall clearly indicate
upon the face thereof whether the
slock represented thereby is common
or preferred stock. The holders of
pieferred stock shall be entitled to
dividends thereon at
the rate of but not in any event to
per
cent per annum, payexceed five
able out of any surplus or net profits that may be found by the board
of directors to be available for that
purpose.
No dividend shall be declared In any fiscal year upon the
common stock until after the five
per cent dividend on the outstanding
preferred stock shall have been provided for. In the event of the dissolution or liquidation of the company the holders of the preferred
stock thereof shal be entitled to receive the par value of the preferred
stock by them held out of the asseta
of the company before the holders of
the common stock shall receive any
payment from the proceeds of such
assets. The preferred stock, or any
part thereof, shall be subject to be
redeemed and retired at any time at
the price of one hundred dollars
($100.00) for each share, and the
board of directors may adopt such
regulations and provisions relative to
the redemption of such stock as may
be deemed necessary
and proper.
All stuck, whether common or preferred, shall have equal voting powers.
IV. All the stuck of our company,
whether common or preferred, shall
be
and nil or any
part of the shares thereof may be
issued fully paid in payment for
labor done or services rendered and
performed or in the purchase of and
payment for such property, property
lights and franchises as may be
deemed by the board of directors to
be necessary or expedient for the
business of the company, and when
d
so Issued shall be
stock and
not liable to any calls or assessments."
Ite It further resolved, that the officers of this company be and they
hereby are authorized and directed
to execute and file In the proper offices the. necessary certifications embodying and certifying to the foregoing amendments to the articles of
Incorporation and to take such other
steps and proceedings which may be
In their Judgment necessary or proper In the premises."
VI. That thereupon the said resolution and the amendments to the
articles of Incorporation, therein referred to. were duly declared adopted,
and by reason of such action and upon the filing of this certificate In the
proper offices, as required by law,
the suid amendments to the articles
of incorporation of said company, Increasing the capital stock thereof to
five hundred thousand dollars ($500.-000.0and dividing the same Into
common and preferred stock, as
above set forth, will take effect and
become at once operative.
In witness whereof the undersigned, the president and secretary respectively of said company, have
hereunto set their hands ami have
caused the corporate seal of said
company to be hereunto affixed this
6th day of March, A. D. 1907.
WILLIAM 8. ILIFF.
President of The Albuquerque Oas,
Electric Light und Power Company.
(Corporate Seal.)
Attest:
CHARLES K. DCHHIX.
Secretary.
)
State of Colorado,

ALLOWED

FRED W. WEnrtEU,
(SEAL.)
Notary Public.

I

Ccrtllleatc of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of Tito Albuquerque (Jan. Klcctrlc light ami
Power Company,
Increasing
the stock thereof to
$500,000.00 (divided
into preferred
common
stock).
and
DOMESTIC.
Filed In the office of the secretary
of state of the state of Colorado, on
the 18th day of March, A. V. 1907,
at 12:10 o'clock, p. m. Recorded In
.
, Page
Hook
TIMOTHY O'CONNOR,
Secretary of State.
Hy JNO. E. RAMER.
Deputy,
('(impel. M. T. to O.
KNDOIISEI):
Foreign.
No. 4842 Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 5, Page
455.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Aceoanta Capital. $l5e,e09.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strickler, V. P. and Cashlet; V. J.
Johnson, Aast Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Sole-mo- u
Luna, A- - M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.

DEPosrromr von

Certificate of Amendment to Articles
of Incorporation of The Albuqucr
quo Oas, Klcctrlc IJght and Power
Company.
Increasing capital stock, etc.
Filed In office of secretary of New
Mexico, March 23, 1907, 8 a. m.
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
t
Secretury.

the atchisox. topeka and sajtta fk rv.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUmmQUX, MEW MEXICO

Deafrws Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness,
and that Is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condl- tioi oi tne mucous lining ot me Eius
tachlan Tube. When this tube Is Inflam
ed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when It la entirely
closed, Deafness la the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out ot ten are caused by
out an innanv
latarrn, wnicn is notning
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
wure.
ena tor circulars tree.
F. J. CHENEY
CO.. Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c
Take Hall s Family Pills for constlpa

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
H. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKHB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS
IS.

Prertdeet
Vice President
Chahler
Aulitant Cashier
Director

POmiTORY

.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depositary lor Atchison, Topeka ft Ssala Ft

500,00.H
$250,000.0
Railway Coatpaa

Uon.

STRICTLY PRIVATE

WIDESPREAD FEAR THAT
FRUIT HAS BEEN

--

o-

We solicit your banking

FROSTED

business; and with the
assurance on our part

le

that it will be kept

Optimistic Old Timer Says
New Mexico Will Deliver
the Goods Anyway.

STRICTLY

PRIVATE

full-pai-

State National Banli
ALBUQUERQUE
GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

un-eb- le

to-w-

Consolidated Liquor Company

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kp

cll-tir-

NEW MKX1CO

With Amp'

1907.

0)

,

lOf.

SO,

makes tho food finer 'flavored,
more healthful and delicious

Ccilltlcale of Amendment to the
of Incorporation of Tlio Albuquerque? tJux, K.lertric Light
The continued cold snap of the
mill lowcr Company.
last two days, with the unusually low
Know all men by these presents,
drop in temperature last night, has
that the undersigned. Wlliam S. I lift
caused widespread alarm among fruit
and Charles K. Durbln, do hereoy
growers and market gardeners.
execute this certificate in duplicate,
The temperature lust night varied
in
and
accordance with the laws of
from 29 to 31 degrees, or from two to
the state of Colorado they do herefour degrees below freezing and a
by certify as follows,
coating of Ice a quarter of an Inch
I. That the undersigned William
thick was found on all water left In
S. Iliff is the president and head ofthe open. There was some frost this
ficer of said The Albuquerque Oas,
morning and a very light trace of It
Electric Light and Power Company,
Thursday morning, the two combined
a corporation organized and existing
no doubt injuring peach, pear and
under and by virtue of the state of
plum buds, which are Just now In full
the laws of the state of Colorado,
bloom, as well as catching some ot
and that the undersigned Charles K.
me early garden stuff.
Durbin is the secretary of said comOne old resident
remarked this
pany.
morning that if the fruit were n
II.
That at a meeting of the
by tne rrost or the last two
caught
board of directors of said company
nights It would be something unusual,
duly called and held, a special meetas, quote he "the peaches and early
ing of the stockholders thereof was
fruit are killed by spring frosts, accalled and ordered held on February
cording to the rumors at the time,
15th. 1907, at the office of the combut old New Mexico generally man
pany, No. 407 Colorado building, Denages to show up with her share of
ver. Colorado, at the hour of 10
fruit every year Just the same.
o'clock In the forenoon of said day,
for tho purpose of considering and
Saved Her Son-- g IJfe.
acting upon proposed amendments to
The happiest mother in the little
the articles of Incorporation of said
town of Ava, Mo., Is Mrs. S. Ruppee.
company Increasing the capital stock
She writes: "One year ago my ion
inereot and dividing the same into
was down with such serious lung
common and preferred stock.
trouble that our physician was
III. That notice of the said specto help him; when, by our
ial meeting of the stockholders of
druggist's advice I began giving him
said company was duly given to each
Dr. King's New Liscoviry, and 1
stockholder thereof, by the personal
soon noticed Improvement.
I kept
delivery to each thereof or by the
this treatment up for a few weeks
deposit in the postoffice with postage
was
perfectly
when
he
He
well.
has
prepaid, more than thirty days prior
worked steadily since at carpenti
to the time fixed for such meet Inn.
work. Dr. King's New Discovery
of a notice properly
addressed to
saved his life." Guaranteed best
each stockholder signed by the sec(ss.
cough
and cold cure by all dealers.
retary of the company stating the
City and County of Denver)
50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free,
time, place and objects of the meetS. Iliff and Charles K.
William
o
ing, such notice being as follows,
Durbln, being first duly sworn upon their oaths, severally say that the OFFICE OF CHIEF QUARTERMASTER. Denver, Colo., March 1. 19l7.
NOTICK.
said William 8. Iliff Is the president
A special meeting of the stockSealed proposals In triplicate will be
and head officer, and the said Charles
holders of The Albuquerque
Oas K. Durbln is the secretary of The Al- received here until 11 a. m., on April
Klectrlc Light and Power Company buquerque
Oas. Klectrlc Light and 2, 1907, for transportation of military
has been called and will be held at Power Company;
that they have read supplies, routes Nos. 1, ", 3, 4, 6 and
the office of the company, room 407
foregoing certificate of amend- 6, and for drayage at Denver, Colo.,
Colorado building, Denver, Colorado, the
ments
the articles of Incorporation and Phoenix, Ariz., during the fiscal
at 10 o'clock, a. m. on February 15th, of said tocompany.
Increasing the capi year commencing July 1, 1907. In17l I .
tal stock thereof and dividing the formation furnished on application.
The said meeting will be held for same
preferred
Into
and common Envelopes containing proposals
the purpose of considering and acting stock, and that the matters
should
forth be
upon proposed amendments to the In said certificate are true assettherein
marked: "Proposals for Transporarticles of Incorporation of suid com- stated, and that they as such officers tation on Route No.
" addressed
pany. Increasing
the capital stock respectively have made and executed C. A. H. McCACLEY. Chief Q. M.
thereof, and dividing the same Into the
o
said certificate for the uses ond
common and preferred stock upon purposes
STRIKK for Futrelle's for bartherein set forth und under
such basis as may be set forth in such the authority
stoves, carpets,
referred to and gains In furniture,
amendments, and for the purpose of that the seal therein
atto said
Corlinoleum and window shades.
considering and taking action upon tached is the corporatecertificate
ner
Coal and Second.
seal
of
said
the proposed new issue of bond by company.
the company, to ue secured by first
We do it right. HOCOII DRV. Im- and sworn to before me
mortgage upon Its plant and property,' by Subscribed
P.
Iliff und perlal Laundry Co.
the
William
said
for the purpose of retiring the present bonds und Indebtedness and providing for
lture construction and
equipment at j other corporate purposes.
J. D. Eakla, President
Cbai. Mellnl, lcTtAiT
C. K. DUKHIN.
0. Qlonii, vice Preeldenf.
O. BicbecM, Treasurer.
Secretary."
That suiil notice, as above set forth,
w is likewise published fur more
than
ten days prior to the said 15th day
of February, 1907. in The Kockj
,
Successors to
Mountain Herald, that being a newsA EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
MELINI
paper printed and published in the
WMOLK9ALK DMtCffl IN
city of Denver, Colorado. In which
said city ii ml county of Denver the
principal office of said company is
kept and its principal business transacted.
W
vrythlng In stock 1 outfit tbt
IV. That the said specl.il meeting
mutt fauidlous bar compltf
of the stockholders of the said company was held pursuant to the said
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwtat for Jot.
order of the board of directors and to
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweilee; Yellowstone.
the notice, as aforesaid, on said ir.ih
Green River, 'V. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, LOul Hunter, T.J. Mon'lay of February, A. D. I'ju7, at the
arch, and jther atandard brands of whiskies toe numerous to mention
hour of 10 o'clock in the forenoon
thereof at No. 4nJ Colorado
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Denver. Colorado, :uni Hut at s.ild
leerlee
Rut sell the straight article aa received by ua from tfce beet
meeting i.lnctceii bundled and thirty
S'at a. Call and leaped oar
Dlsti.erlet and Urewer.e la (He I'ri-esh ires ,,f the etei'al st, ii k (,f said
' '"'.i-aStock toj Prices, or write tor Illustrated Cttal jue end Price List.
e
i'i
lt)ivM Ili- - 1, ;iie
eaohal stock thereof consisting
iMued to dealers only.
l iwu thousand
bluuc.--.
Ar-tlr- ln

lllAV. MAIU.II

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

depends upon the food you eel

J

OF

RATI

Vamwir IHlfBSiMlhi

six weeks.

The knell of cheap lodging house.
has been sounded by the board of
health which has Just put In force
new
stringent
sanitary regulations
which undoubtedly will force these
cheap
hotels out of business.
Home of the lodging houses
In fact already have been closed.
These vile refuges, where the dirti
est and
unkempt, "hoboes"
most
could find a night shelter for ten
cents each, for years have been
brooding places of disease, ami the
drastic action of the board of health
Is welcomed by all physicians and
charitable
institutions.
I'nder the
new rules, all lodging houses in the
city are required
to change the
sheets and pillow cases on the dif
In addition
ferent cots each day.
to this, the number of cubic feet of
air space for each person has been
raised from 40" to 600 In each of the
dormitories.
Hot atid cold running water must
be available at all hours on each
lloor and shower baths must be provided. Thus It can readily be seen
that the lodging houses must either
raise their tariff of charges from ten
cents or go out of business.
KDWAKD ST A ATS LUTHKIt.

EVENING . CITIZEN.

The Best Line

VVfl illi
fvS
atAN

ORLtN
LINE
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if

T

- Hi

y

IA1MS

Duo.

of flooring, celling, wuiimcoUtig, partition and other lumber in hard and
nort woods, shingles, lath, etc.. Isn't
always that marked at the lowest figures. But when it comes to counting
up the cost for two or three years at
u stretch, we guarantee that you'll
agree with us that ours is the best line
f lumber in this vicinity.

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CD.

Corntr Third and Marqumtta

1171.

3

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

!

"OLD RELIABLE."

L,

ESTABLISHED

Bar

PUTNEY

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrtei the largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of FtatU Groceries
su use ouuiiiwesi

In

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

000OtOtttt0
THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. Id.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

-

Lumber, Glass, Cement anil Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

f

SATVRDAY.

M MICH

'ALBUQUERQUE

!o. 1f07.

EVENING

a
that under those
happy married life could not lip ex!
pected. Tho defense chart.and attempted to prove that th" suit wn
brought because the defendant hail
fallen heir to $."0,OiMI and ili.it it was
merely a "put-u- p
Job."
There was not u mlsiug ,ik "n
hy the proseproduced
evidence
the
cution, while there were several In
Tim was due
that of the defense.
largely to the lack of time which was
case
Hail the
used In trying the
defense been able to produce all of
its evidence, It may reasonably be bemuiM
lieved that Mr. Blake
have
been cleared of the charges, despite
him.
ngalnst
However,
the sentiment
Mr. Hill, Mr. Blake's attorney, deserves credit for the manner In which
he conducted his case thus handicapped.
On the other hand, Mr.
Mayer, the attorney for "Miss" Weldllch. handled his case with n showing
of considerable skill for an amateur.
The foreman of the Jury afterward
explained the reason of the decision
ns rendered was that "Miss" Weldllch
was clearly "thrown down" by Blake
according to the evidence, but that
the value of
she had
love nnd that In the minds of the
Jury the affections of a young man
who had frittered away a fortune of
$50,000 and had descended to the
level of a poor worker In the Y. M
C. A. could not be valued at' more
than 25 cents.
But the purpose of the mock trial
was accomplished.
It certainly was
amusing.
The participants entered
Into the trial with all the seal of reality. Perhaps It wasn't as Interesting as the Thaw trial, for it was evimass of
dent that In the big
humanity. Mr. Blake had picked a
lemon In the garden of love. whilEvelyn Is credited with being goo I
'oking.
The complaining witness
appeareu sioiuiy ttnu my eiao. ne- needed a shave. Another
"she"
sides
.ini-cunouccaoie icaiure was wie i miselthe.-ove"U9 absence of air reference by
attorney to the other as the learned
attorney.
clrcu-iistanre-

FINED

in A Clean
Sweep Sale

25 CENTS

of all old stock

PROMS E
Defendant Proved Fallacy of
Inheritance Story Trial
a Mockery.

Fottelle Furniture Company

trial held at the Hail-roaof Topeka. recently,
under the auspices of the Social and
Research society of that Institution,
Cbiudo Itlake. assistant secretary of
In Wlnslow. Mr. Plnarny Is employY. M. C. A., was found guilty of
the
ed by tho Santa Fe Pacific aa foreman
of promise In a suit in which
of a bridge nml building Rang and Is brench
Louie Weldllch. in reality Mr.
now stationed nt Wlnslow.
lie came "Miss''
Weldllch, was the complaining
In this morning from
Wlnslow to Ignite
witness, ami was lined !'. cents.
All
meet his wife, who came from
f the participants I nthe mock trial
nre members of the Y. M. C. A. an J
purpose of the trial, aside from
F. F. Hoyl. a Santa Fe railroad the
entertainment feature It provided,
man, with headquarters In I .a Junta, the
give the members of the sowas
Ih HpeniliiiK a few days here.
He Is ciety to
experience and training In court
stopping at the Craigc
H. S. Parkhurst officiated
matters.
In the capacity of Judge.
Harry HIM
was the attorney for the defense and
A. L. Mayer, attorney for the
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
At a mock

d

Y. M. C. A.,

WHAT PROPOSED
STRIKE WOULD

MEM

pre- Briefly stated, the charges
ferred were that Blake broke Kid .
gagement with "Miss" Weldllch six
days before the wedding was to oc- after an engagement extending
t period of five months.
In
lieu of this ami consequent dlsap- pointment, "Miss
Weldllch brought
suit against her former spouse for
damages.
$r.i.000
The court was called to order shortly after S o'clock nnd a Jurv consisting of W. J. Meddeford. W. H. Riley,
J. A. Pettit, R. l; Keys, Henry Bergen and A. H. Keeker was impaneled.
The room was crowded when the defendant was brought in.
He walked
to his seat with an assumed dignity,
while a titter ran around the room.
Clearly the sentiment of the spectators was against him.
There was
an irrepressible burst of laughter
when tho complaining witness was
brought In. Ixiule Wiedlich, the
witness, is a strapping
He was dressed In woman's
clothes, wore a large feathery hat,
and a brown veil concealed his face.
He certainly bore no resemblance to
a love lorn young lady, who had been
disappointed In her love affairs to the
extent of $50,000 worth.
"Miss" Weldllch was the first witness called.
"She" stated that "she''
became engaged to the defendant on
August 6, 190(1, and was to have been
married January 25, 1807, and thnt
on January 19, six days before the
wedding was to occur, he announced
thut he would not marry' "her," giving as his reason that he had changed
H. O. Htmmons was then
his mind.
placed on the witness stand.
He
swore that while culling on the servant girl In the Weldllch home he
had overheard the proposal of Blake
and the acceptance by "Miss" WeldHarvey George, third witness,
llch.
substantiated this evidence by declaring that Blake had told him of the
engagement a few hours after his acceptance by "Miss" Weldllch.
The defense tried to offset this testimony by the Introduction of evidence that "Miss"' Weldllch was n
giddy young thing and that "she" had
continued to lllrt with other young
men after "she" had become engaged
to the defendant; that though Mr.
Blake had properly conducted himself toward "her" at all times and
had tried to win "her" back, by "her '
actions and the conduct toward him
"she" had cooled his affections and

I

C. K.

Forty Roacb
and 100.000 Work-

Would

Involve

the city.

ing Men.
Hallway HjHtcnis Involved
Trackage In miles
Total number of employes
Employes directly Involv-

4"

'a, 000
Sl.HOU

r.o.ooo
35,000
15,000

ed

Trainmen involved
Conductors Involved ....
Annual rayroll of roads. .$320,000,000
3(5,000
Defense fund of trainmen
350,000
Defenne fund of conductors
Demands of men, Increase of 12 per
nine-hoday.
rent and
Offer of railroads, average Increase
day.
of 84 per cent,
The railroads Involved are: The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Toast Lines; Burlington; Canadian Pacific; Canadian
Northern; Chicago & Northwestern;
Chicago & Alum; Chicago Great West
em; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul;
Chicago, Kock Island & Pacific; Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha;
Colorado Midland; Colorado & Southern; Duluth, Mlssabe & Northern; El
Paso A Southwestern; Fort Worth
Denver City; Frisco System: Union
Pacific; Wisconsin Central; Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley; Frisco in Texan;
Great Northern; Gulf, Colorado & San
ta Fe; Houston & Texas Central;
Houston, Hast & West Texas; Illinola
Central; International & Great Northern; Kansas City Southern: Minneapolis; St. Paul & Sault. Ste. Marie; Missouri, Kansas & Texas; Missouri Pacific; Oregon Hallway & Navigation
company: Oregon Short Line; St.
lxuia & Southwestern; San Antonio &
Arkansas Pass; San Pedro, Los
& Salt Lake; Southern Pacific;
Atlaatic system; Southern Pacific, Pacific system; Texas & Pacific. Tho
Canadian Pacific embraces three systems. Central, Western and Pacific,
and all are Included in this dispute.
ur

ten-ho-

ur

An-gel- ea

SUPREME COURT RULES
IN TEXAS KATE CASK
The railroad commissioners have
received the opinion of the I'nlted
States supreme court in passing upon
the case involving the question of a
shipment of corn from Hudson, S. I).,
stopped in transit for shelling at Kansas City, but billed to Texarkana, and
from Texarkana rebilled on the Texas
railroad commission's rates to Goldth-waitin Mills county. The Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe agent at tioldth-waitacting under Instructions from
the general offices, refused to deliver
tho corn to consignees on the Texas
railroad commission rate, and demanded and collected the balance of
through rate upon the
the
contention that the shipment constituted Interstate commerce. The railroad commission ordered suit to be
brought by the attorney general
against the Gulf, Colorado and Santa
F for violation of the rate order established by It. and in the district
court the court of civil appeals and
supreme court of Texas tho commission won its contention.
The Santa Fe took the case to the
supreme court of the United States.
The court tiled an opinion, in which
it holds that the contract of shipment
from Hudson terminated at Texarkana. and that the shipment from
Texarkana though it wan the same car
and corn which came from Hudson
was subject to the rates prescribed by
the railroad commission of Texas.
The opinion settles a question which
has been in controversy between the
railroad commission of Texas and certain railroad companies of the state
for several years.
e,

e,

1

Humphries, of El Paso,

is in

C. M.
of Pittsburg. Is a visitor in town.
Mrs. John 11. Hicks, of El Paso, is
stopping In the city.
T. H. France, of Mexico City, Is a
guest at the Alvarndo.
W. J. Hattle, of Sllverton. Ala., Is
tourist In the city.
K. C. Low, a business man of Kansas City, is in town.
F. T. Graft, of ltisbee. Is a business
visitor to the city today.
A. Stern, of Kansas City, Is stopping
In the city for a few days.
W. 15. Rehkugel, of Chicago. Is a
business man In the city.
Ezra White, of Koswell, came In
Friday on a business mission.
T. I). Lincoln, of Tucson, came in
yesterday for a short stay.
Charles Hoehm, of New York City.
Is a pleasure seeker In town.
James Cowan, of Denver, Is a busi
ness visitor to the city today.
Charles Tohleter, of Clayton. N. M.,
Is spending a few days In the city.
A. K. Thaap, of Washington. Ind.,
is a tourist In town for a brief stay.
E. Kahn. of Cincinnati,
O.. is
among the visitors from afar today.
W. O. Chamberlinfl of Torreon, Is
in the city on a business mission.
R. N. Baca, of Santa Fo, came in
yesterday for a brief stay In the city.
W. S. Fullerton. of Datl!. N. M..
came In Friday on a business mission.
William C. Barnes, secretary of the
cattle sanitary board, is a guest at the
Sturgeg.
Mr. nnd Mrs. John C. Gaston, of
Denver, are in the city for a brief
stay.
William Campbell came in from
Gallup yesterday on a business mis
sion.
Mrs. Solomon Lunn has returned
from a brief visit to her country home
at Los Lunaa.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Brown, of
Tracy, N. M., are In the city visiting
and shopping.
Facundo Ortii and family have
gone to Santa Fe for a short visit
with relatives.
W. E. Curry, an influential citizen
of the mining camp of Gibson,
county, is an Albuquerque vis
itor.
Mrs. G. M. Hardin and Mrs. W. F.
Goldworthy. both of Wlnslow,
are
stopping over In the city for a

s

six-fo-
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The Washington Clothing
Sack Suits, Top CoaU, $15, $18. $20, $25, $27 50, $30
Drcs

f3

Vests.
Choice,

lrv

Tronsers Correct
ami Exclusive llabcr-ila.-Jicr.Everything to make you a
well ttmmxl Man on Knstrr Morning.
Every Boy, also, will want something new for Easter. A cult, Toa
Coat. Hat. Shirt, Tie, Gloves, etc., etc.
lints.

The boy should certainly appear at
his best on this occasion. We can
clothe Boy as well ns the Man.

Washington
TMi .WASHINGTON

!

Fine Clothing and Furnishing

CO.

TOSS

Elks' Opera House

1

$200 REWARD.

iG EVENTS

Is offered for the capture of
tlmo Pettlne. the murderer of Bene
detto Berardinelll. Crime wae corn-Mar- ch
mltted In Albuquerque Monday,

1

ALMANAC EVENTS.
29 Good Frldny.
81

Monday and Tuesday

May 30

April 8 and 9

WILLIAM CHAPLIN

WITH

"

Prl
80e
!.
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Surest and Quickest Cur for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
OUGHtatri

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAINT
One (iallon Covers 000 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
stops licaks. Last live Years.
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DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL, ESTATE

i

LOANS.

Automatio Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldlntr

A. E. WALKER,
IN9URANCK.

Secretary Mutual Building limniM
tlon. Office at S17 West ITam s)
avenne.
We have taken the management
of the Standard Plumbing ft Heating
company and ask our friends and
the public to give us their patronage
and insure them the work will be
done right and the charge will be
fair.
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN,
RALPH DUNBAR.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

LINE"

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, ta
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
the
DENYER

&

VJOOL

with Raube and Ifauger
Office, lis North Ftrrt St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

ron a

RIO GRANDE

213-m--

m

THIRD STREET

Moat Marhot
of Frerta and Bait
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMHi KXXKNWORT
Masonlo Building. North Third
All Kinds

O. A. 0LEYOTEI7

through the fertile San Luis valley; alao to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATO
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms II and 14 Cromwell Bkx-ar- .
Albuquerque. Telephone Ne. lit. -

For information aa to rata,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

S. K. HOOPKIt,

Denver,

art adi

Dealers In Groceries, Provlriona, Haj,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wine
and Cigars. Place your order fa
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

liuia

The
"SHORT

MATJGEP

W. E.

fieneral Passenger Jt Ticket Agent

Qtva us Tour BOUGH
and get it back
Imperial Laundry Co.

Monday,

Colo.

TO BELEN, N. M,
Metropolis of New Mexico
Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe Railway

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

T

x

The Belen Town and
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Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVElt TIIK MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITT. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
S.

G

er

DY vrtu

Wdnada.

n

The Belen Town and Improvement
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PIUS

They OTorromo Waki
Mtrify and omlMtonk.itwr
and banitli " imina of

Rsllroad Avbui

RAILROAD

Evory Vc:

PENNYROYAL

JAP-A-LA-

408

i

of

Discovery
ONSUMPTION

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

I

(ft

Dr. King'S

Nov

E,

ks

CURE thb LUNCQ

AND

LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mu1s Bought and Ex
changed.

o'f

C. A. and C. G RANI EI

KILL the COUCH

I

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

The Isle of Mystery

4.

j

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
(lie news.

The Elk's Tooth

Af-farl-

ch

Easter Sunday.
ruary
Memorial Day of O. A. R.

(non-wrinklin-

D

right and

MANDELL

M.

Fashioned Apparel

PROPOSALS FOR TWO A DO BE
BUILDINGS. Department of the InThe Grcnt Spectacular 0M'ratle
terior, Otllee of Indian Affairs, WashCornell y
ington, 1). C, March 19, 1907.
SEALED PROPOSAUS, plainly marko
ed on the outlde of the envelope,
"Proposals for Day School Buildings,
Santa Fe, New Mexico," and addresss,
ed to the Commissioner of Indian
Washington, D. C. will be received at the Indian Office until two
Or
o'clock p. m. of April 18, 1Q7, for
furnishing and delivering the necessary materials and labor required to
construct and complete, a day school
building and employes' quarters both
of adobe nt the San lldefonso day
school, New Mexico, In strict accordance with plans, specifications and
Given By
instructions to bidders which may be
examined at this office, tho offices of
Albuquerque lodge No. 461, It. 1
"The Citizen," Albuquerque, N. M.,
and the "New Mexican," Santa Fe,
N. M.; the Builders' and Traders' Ex- cnanges at cjnuiua, reu., ei. riui,
Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.; NorthPeople in the Cast-- 50
Association, 50
western Manufacturers'
St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. Indian
Warehouses at Chicago, 111., St. Louis,
Mo., Omaha, Neb., and New York, N.
Cos- Y.; and with Clinton J. Crandall, Magnificent Scenery, Beautiful
Supt., Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M.,
t nines. Novel Electrical Effects.
to whom application should he made
-- 0
for further Information. C. F.
Acting Commissioner.
$1,00
o
Tickets
Cause of Stomarn Trouble.
When a man has trobule with his
The News No pure aruK cough
stomach you may know that he Is
eating more than he should or of laws would be needed. It all cough
some article of food or drink not cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
suited to his age or occupation, or Cure is and has been for 20 years.
that his bowels are habltua'ly The national law now requires that If
constipated.
Chamberlain's any poisons enter Into a cough mixTake
Stomach and Liver Tablets to regu- ture, It must be printed on the label
the
late the bowels and improve
digestion and see If the trouble does or package. For this reason mothers,
having
not disappear.
Ask for a free sam- and others, should insist on poison-marDr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No
ple. Sold by all druggists.
on Dr. Shoop's labels and
none In the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And It's not only
safe, but It is said to be by those that
know It best, n truly remarkable
cough remedy. Take no chance, particularly with your children. Insist on
Shoeq uality is best determined by a few
having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Com- pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
weeks of actual wear. The strong and weak
with others and see No poison marks
ints are then t. vealed. No other
there. Tou can always be on the safe
s so sure.
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
tr Hobo button, here shown, is
Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
' other.
Sold by all druggists.
e which will come out strong under
k
anv conditions. It is a Patent Colt
- utton, mat Kang. top, single sole,
MEN AMD WOMEN.
J"' I In hia forflam ftlnrftl
itary heel. Price, $4.

n

y.

Man or Boy, when wearing our Clothing, you'll look
feel right.
When you buy here, yon pay right.

o

Born, Thursday night, to Mr. and'
uil
Valentine Sal as, of 1313 West j
Marble avenue, twins a boy and a
j
girl.
Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Meyers. of
Santa Fe, are spending a few clays In
the city. They are registered at the
I
Alvarado.
W. E. Drake, manager for the
,
company at camp 6,
In the Zuni mountains, is In the city
on business.
G. A. Brink, representing the OcKEITH'S KONQUERQR
cidental
company,
Life Insurance
has returned from a policy selling
trip to the northern part of the terSHOES FOR MEN
ritory.
One arrest for drunkenness constiall have moulded
tuted the whole night's "business for
the police last night.
linings, and a wide tread,
This was Gus
Meyers, and he paid his fine of 5
which
gives plenty of room
this morning and was liberated.
for the toes.
The colored people of the city completed the organisation of a Pythian
Built on honor, guaranteed for quality.
lodge by the election and installation
of the following officers: J. H. Bram-let- t.
Proton B. Kilh Shoe Co., Makct, Brockton, Mam.
C. C; Edgar A. Williams, V. C;
M. Jones. Pre.; O. P. Hudson, M. or
W.; W. T. Thornton, K. of R. and S.;
f-KIlEJGHT CONGESTION MUCH
KKIJEVED IN TIIK WEST K. T. Ellaworth. M. of F.; C. N.
Payne, M. of B.; J. C. Click, M. of A.;
Western roads are gradually working out of the state of congestion J. H. Cornell, I. G. ; Robert Faucett.
from which they have suffered for the o. G.
last six months. Their terminals are
now freer from freight than they have
been for a long time, and it is much
easier to move trains and carry on
general operations. The consequence
la that a larger volume of traffic Is
moving than formerly, and much better service being obtained. Orders
for cars are not to far behind, and
business conditions generally are getting Into much more satisfactory
shape.
K0O4OOO0OOO0OOO0OO00000rO0
is
A decrease In grain shipim-ntOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOk
expected for some time, not because
there are not Immense amounts of
grain in th country still to be shipped, H
but because the country roads are in
such shape that farmers cannot get
Railroad
their stocks to the railroads to any A
BKLEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
advantage. This delay will be temN.
M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
Located
on Belen
porary, and will give the roads an
THE SANTA FE STSTEM LEADING EAST AND
opportunity to work off a lot of other
delayed freight and get Into position
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
to handle Hie grain expedii.ously H
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGEwhen it moves in volume again.
LES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
H
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
,
KIMS SANTA I E KOAIt
H
GUILTY OK .NEGI.E4T
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
The coroner a Jury investigating the
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
ause of the collision between two
Santa Fe passenger trains on the
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
bridge
Vista,
Cal.,
Saturlast
Huena
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A D GRAND
day night, which resulted in the death
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST-1Nof five persons ami the Injury of a H
116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
score of others, has returned a verdict
linding Engineer Kelly and Conductor
POPULATION OF 1.D0O PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
Humble guilty of disobeying orders
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
HELEN
and the Santa Fe company guilty of
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY lf.t BARRELS
neglect in not providing a proper
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESblock syslem and blamuhle also fur
than
operating passenger trains fa.-tTAURANTS, ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPthe speed limit. Engineer Kelly and
PING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
Conductor Humble are already under
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
B
i
ITS
arrest In connection with the
tieing held in lll.uuu ball.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAP. FUTUHB CAN NOT BE
viiopMi:
ESTIMATED.
ON CINCINNATI SOIIIIKU.N
I'.eiause of differences over the employment of nonunion labor In the
hops of the Cincinnati Southern rail-'..i- i
jOHN BECKER, Pies
at tiakdale and Sonier-e- t.
4K
K.
M'e machinists have walked out. it is
ported that other shopmen Ihrougli-:- t
the system will Join the strike.
Mr and Mrs. F. N. Pingray, foriii-- . H
r.y cf A lamogordo, were in the illy
i
,jav. en route to thir future home
B B B B B B B B fl H B B
B H

!

Keiy ni.ni will want to be well dressed on Easter Sunday. id
ler, Correct In cut, right In .a
fcnoil Clothes aie im.i y for
brie, petfeet in lit and finish. Equal to the Custom tailor's produrtioti
at half ltl ptiee.
V shtll be pleased to show ynu.

9

These are diseases for which
Salve is especially
Chamberlain's
valuable. It quickly allays the Itching nnd smarting and soon effects a
cure. Price, 25 cents. Fur sale by
all druggists.

GOOD FDR ANY YEIfflT

v

our

six-foot-

;

,''

la pptnpss.

.

ot

LAR-RABE-

store sends an Easter Greeting to nil Its friends.
return of Spring hrlr.g you nothing but Sunshne

THIS

over-estimat-

corn-plani-

He-Klnl-

Mrs.

PAGE SKvTEJ.

-

FO

carpet in order to make room for our New
spring stock of Rugs and Carpets we are receiving daily.
Call and make your selection
and we will make the price
right.

CITIZEN.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARB LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH
MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
WITH
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

S

IF

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRU'KS
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE (.'Hun 'EST LOTS

Sec y
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Buy a Pair of our

First No. 1 on time.
Second No. 1 on time.
No. 7 on time.
on time.
No.
il. W. II. Hopewell wa. a
for Janta Fe this morning.
Card signs, "Rooms for Rent,"
"Hoard," etc., for sale at the office of
Tho Evening Citizen.
Following the adjoin iinicnl of the
legislature, and the change In offices,
It snowed In Ha tit it Fe.
Reserve your seats for the Juvenile
s,
Minstrels Saturday morning at
l'rlces f,0 and 75 cents.
The time of the year Is at hand
when the head of the house must shed
his coat and prepare to mow the lawn
If you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
e get reof The F.venlng Citizen.
sults.
The tire last evening drew the usual
large crowd and the tireineii had difficulty In laying hose without running
over pedestrians.
Master Mechanic Harlow, who win
Joined the early part of the week by
his family, has taken the house at
"22 South Third street.
Mrs. M. H. Twltchell l. f:
the
limited today for her home In I,o
Angeles, after a pleasant visit In the
city with Mrs. IJelle Iee.
llrlng us your Job work, l'rlces
the very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Jlu'dness
und culling cirds a special'?.
Hugh H. Harris lias appointed
Fred Weir a guard In the Manznno
forest reserve. Mr. Weir's territory
will he district No. 1, which
mouu- prises the northern
tains.
Are you looking for something? Remember the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people und
they talk to you.
William McCoy, of Mountainair, i
in the city for the purpose of accomMrs.
panying Mrs. McCoy home.
McCoy has been a patient at the St.
Joseph hospital for the past two

Tlicy look ho annppy that you will fel pleased with yourself
No
when you wear them. They fit perfectly from tho heRlnnlnfr.
pinching or uiwlRhtly wrinkles. Thry last no lone aivl are n closely
priced Unit tliey will prove a "! Investment.

Mat-son'-

Men's Swell

.linrs. Patent

Coll. Hun Metal, Vlcl Kid Ilox Calf
12. DO, 12.75, $3.00, $3.50. $4.00

Men's Swell oxfonls Patent Colt, dun Metal. Vlcl Kid

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50 $4.00

Women's Slvllsh Shoes. Patent Kid Vim Kid. Gun Metal

$2.50, $3.00, $3.60, $4.00. $5.00

Women's Dainty oxfords: Patent Kid. nun Metal, Vlcl Kid

$2.00, $2.25, $2.60, $3.00. $3.50

Children's Shoes and Slippers, neat and dressy
$1.25, $t.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.50

r

AM
ERICH
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.

2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated

118-12-

S.

0

Packages, ISe and J5c per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.

1

b.

I

J-- lb

Richelieu .Coffees

com-Sand-

tins, 85c.
.tins. Il.i

Capitol Coffee
I

--

lb. bucket,
$1.00.

with

premium,

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40o.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
1-

2-

(Something
unique
Bulk coffee, too to 40c

GEO. W. U1CKOI

can.

weeks.
It Is a safe bet that a whole lot of
people w ho go to church but once a
year will crowd the front pews tomorrow to hear the music and criticise the smart frocks and new hats

T. T. MATNARD

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWFLERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE AKCU FRONT

SOCTH SECOND

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

ST.

00.

HARDWARE

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

1

KWIr ... tMi?k(

Savin
Ice Pads

us

rrr- -

White

Refrig-

Moun-

erators
is

'

-

tain Ice
Cream

the

Freezers

most

of their neighbors.
Special conclave of J'llgrlm
No. 3, Knights Templar, at
2:30 p. m. Sunday afternoon, at their
asylum on North Third street, to at
tend Faster services at St. John's
church, to which all visiting Sir
Knights are cordially welcome. L.
H. Chamberlain, K. C; J. C. Ferger,
Secretary.
A.
transcontinental
J. Smith,
freight Inspector at the local station,
says that the announcement made
to the effect that he was associated
with the Merchants' rate, shipping
and Inspection bureau was an error.
S. E. Hoehl, formerly cashier at the
local freight house. Is the person associated with L. H. Moekrldge In the
bureau business.
II. Emory Davis and Paul A. Dalies,
both of the John Ilecker company of
Helen, were in Albuquerque yesterday.
The Helen-Kl- o
Puerco link of the
Is being built rapidly.
Santa Fe cut-o- ft
Twelve miles of track huvo already
been laid and hard efforts are being
put forth to put through the big cut
on L.os Lunas hill, which is the biggest obstruction of the entire eighteen
miles.
Alabama,
John Uoy. the famous
blossom, Is one of the cleverest comedians on the minstrel stage. He Is
not alone it clever comedian, but is
the world's greatest buck and wing
dancer. Don't fall to see him with
the Kufus Rastus Minstrels at the
Elks' ppera house, next Wednesday.
Hon. Eugenlo Romero, erstwhile
territorial coal oil Inspector, Is In the
city from Las Vegas.
Word reached tho city last night
of the death of K. McISrlan, which
took place at Ooldlleld, New, yesterday, as a result of a stroke of apoplexy.
Mr. Mctlrlan will be remembered as a merchant of this city who
at one time conducted a furniture
store on West Gold avenue. Mrs.
McISrlan Is In Oakland, Cal., with the
youngest daughter.
Two daughters
reside In this city ut 114 North Walter street, one of them being Mrs.
y

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

a

1

la

complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

!

liert llryant.

(Jo and have a hearty xug at the
opera house Monday night, April 1.

Our UOCGIl DRY work aon'ihtvt
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
Don't fall to see the Juvenile Minstrels at the opera house Monday
night, April 1st. Albuquerque's most
talented little ones in black face.
songs and dances will make you
laugh till you cry.
o

mm

BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
CITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE
RES

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Clocks
'HiDEAL.

Dlsmoads, Watcacs, Jewelry, Cit
roar trad and guarantee A SQUARE

BiiTerwtr

AVE.
Ws

lnrlt

TAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.

M

OI'FICK MAN AC! Kit, llOOKKFFP
Kit. A KlltST CLASS
Hl'SINKSS
MAN WANTS POSITION AS OFFICE
MANAGKIt Olt llOOKKKKPKIt. IS
NOW
EM PLOYED,
AND
WELL
.
k.-i! ai.iu i'i wiyi i;. I'KlCK
PEIt WEEK. AMKENS II. It.
W., CITIZEN OIT ICK.

Boy's Clothes

w

The

finest production of the best Hat
Makers of this country is the Stetson
Special Derby for J 907.
We received
it by express so it's late right up to the

H. HAHN&CO.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

$1

$7.50

$3.50

Suits

Ilinvo

n

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

NORTH FIRST STREET

Mardware

Ol'AIlANTEEO TO GKKATLY INCREASE YOflt EiO 1111)1 TION
INTERNATIONAL POI LTHY EOOI)
A MEDICATE!) POILTKY lOOI)
WHICH OIVES THE MOST
AltLK
ItESI'LTS
EVE l
KNOWN. IT GKKATLY INCREASES
THE KUOG PKODHTION AND IT
MAKES CHICKENS (illt)W VERY
RAPIDLY. E. W. EEE, 02 SOUTH
1'IRST STREET. PHONE 10.
ItE-MAIt- K

ANOTHER

Wednesday. April 3, 1:30 . m., 114
South Seventh street, at the home of
Miss Milly Kaplan, I will sell the entire furnishings of her nicely furnished
home at public auction.
Furniture consists of refrigerator,
range,
linoleum, kitchen
steel
utensils, dishes, glassware, oak dining
table, 6 dining chairs, library table,
center tables, rockers, chairs, couch,
Morris chair, office desk and chair,
hall tree, 2 large Prussells rugs, carpets, 2 brass and Iron beds, folding
bed, springs, mattresses, 2 book cases,
chiftlonler, stoves, porch settee and
etc. See goods Tuesday, before sale.
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.
Forget the cures and worries of
life by going to the Juvenile Minstrels
Monday night and spending an evening of genuine fun.
HAVE YOl'lt PHOTO TAKEN
NOW. STAMP I'ICTCRF.S 25 CENTS
PER DOZEN AND I P. KODAK FINISHING A SPECIALTY. PHOTO PIL-LOCOVERS ON JAPANESE SILK.
OCH WORK IS Ol lt GUARANTEE.
STARR STUDIO, 21 WEST GOLD
AVENUE.
RASE BALL.
llase Dall at Traction park Sunday
afternoon, between the Geronlmo
club team and the Albuquerque Mcintosh Hrowns.
Admission 25 cents.
o
DON'T OVERLOOK THE FACT
THAT .1. I PALMER CAN SAVE
Voir MONEY ON GROCERIES AND
FRESH MEATS.
501 X. FIRST
STREET.
ALL KINDS OF FEED AT .1. F
PALMER'S.
Juvenile Minstrels at the opera
house Monday night, April 1st. Under the auspices of the Woman's club.
A rare treat is in store for those who
attend.
TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
FOR
THE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPH ANT,

o

Have you any musical
that needs repairs?
Hring it or ship it to

Learnard & Llndemann

I

largest music dealers
w

In the
ho have engaged the services of

H. K Spencer
expert repairman, formerly of the
STItOUKR FACTORY, Chicago. III.
T'iiiihij in.l ReflRlshmv

Otf

IV.

Al.lil tl'EUQl'F,

i

i

IlffleirGlhiainilts

...

John Deere Plows and Implements
a luvvuiiuiui iiiuntia auu ncvaus

ttnne

irmviui nuivu?

a

0

AUCTION

FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
FOR
SUNDAY
YOUR
DINNER.
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
CENTS.
See the Japanese song and dance by
seven pretty maids at the Juvenile
Minstrels Monday night, April 1st.

m

$3

HON EY

DON'T

minute. All the newest novelties in
soft hats are on display.
&

Wash

.

cialtles, pretty girls. prMty costumes
Juvenile Minstrels Monday
night. April 1st.

ift

COAL

C.old-schinl- dt

at the

SPECIAL

School
Suits

Klnrti-rgnrtc-

New and up to date Jokes, the lat
est coon songs, bright and clever spe

STETSON

.m, ;im7.

New Line of

KILL

No.
lit 10.50 p. in.
No. 4 nl 12:50 n. ni.
M

Stylish Easter Shoes

OF

GUILTY

3

ASSAULT TO

Ftmi:c st.
March

satihuav.

SATlllDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
csns of 10c grade of Par- 25c
dines, In oil
2
cans of 15c grade of Sardines In Mayonnaise dressing.. 25c
2 cans of Clams
25c
2 cans of Pie Pears
25c
2 cans of California Plums
25c
Large pkg. of Oat Flakes...:.. 25c
20c
Postum Cereal, per pkg
12 He grade of Pumpkin
10c
2 Hie pkgs. of Cold Water Starch 15c
t bottle of Chill Sauce. 1 bottle
Wc hare Just opened up a fine new line of Boys', Youths' and
of Chow-choand 1 bottle of
Children's Suits of the latest Designs and fabrics.
Pickles, for
25c
15c
Cream of Wheal, per pkg
OGc
Popcorn, per pkg
We nre
See us for Garden Hose.
naming very close prices on them.
Van Dlna. an Indian Accused
THE M7.E.
WM. KIEKE, Propr.
o
of Stabbing U. S. Scout
The nobles of the Mystic Shrine
will give their first annual ball on the
Acquitted by Jury.
evening of Wednesday, April 10th, at
Colombo hall. Tickets, which will be
$2.50 each, to Include ladles and reThe case of the Territory of New freshments, can be secured from any
Mexico
Mna, noble of Itallut Abyad temple on and
versus John Van
charged with assault with intent to after April 3rd. All members of the
kill, was finished today, the Jury llnd-in- g Masonic order are cordially Invited.
o
the defendant not guilty.
n
With the conclusion of this case,
Miss Pliilbrick's
the United States petit Jury was dis- Is now located In the Woman's club
to
to
missed for the term, the Van 1'ina building, 614 West Gold avenue. New
case being the last one for it to act pupils will be received at any time
upon. It wus because of tills case during the remainder of this month.
being the last one on the docket that
It was tried today, as that of
Ilrothers versus Hachechl &
tiloml was scheduled for its conclu- Genuine American block, per
sion this afternoon.
ton
SS.60
The decision to put on the Van
Cerrillos Lump
SA.50
I Una. case was reached late yesterday
Xnt
Anthracite
afternoon, when it was seen that by
18.60
trying Van Ulna today the United Anthracite mixed
19.00
In Russian and
States petit Jury could be dismissed Anthracite, stove .anil .furnace
Well Made
this afternoon and that those living
sizes
$9.80
out of the city would not need to re- Clean Gas Coke
KuIihrltLJeTIofliti
Blouse Styles
.00
and Stylish
turn on Monday.
WOOD.
V'an Diint Is the Indian who sLibhed
a Culled States scout nt Kort Win-gal- e Green Mill Wood, per load . . . .S2.2S
We would call particular attention to our suits for young men. We
some five weeks ago, and who
tlM-ifrom tH up to $22.50. for a Hart, ScliaiTner & Marc
W.
narrowly escaped with his life. Kor
all sorts of furnishings for young men and boys.
the last several weeks, since Van
noth Phones.
Dlna has been In tho county Jail, he
has been suffering severely from
rheumatism, and the verdict
was
looked forward to with great Interest.
Some of those who had heard the
case thought the defendant would be 10 lbs. Nice Extracted Honey for
a prisoner here for an Indefinite term,
while others were of the opinion that W. $1.00. Order by Postal.
P. Allen, Box 203, Albuquerque.
he would get a penitentiary sentence.
The case was finished shortly before
noon. The Jury went Into secret ses
sion at 2 o'clock this afternoon and
presented Its verdict to the court ut
2:10 o'clock.
HI
beginning Monday morning, the
territorial grand nd petit Juries will
enter upon what Is scheduled for two
weeks work. There are n number of
Interesting criminal cases on the doc115-11- 7
ket and the court will count itself
fortunate to have finished up all us
Between Railroad and Copper A va. , Tel. 74
business in the two weeks alloted in
the schedule.
Just received a big assortment of
women's white and gray canvas oxfords, with leather or covered heels,
light, flexible soles, plain toes, large
eyelets, ribbon ties. They make dainty shoes to wear with your new dress.
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
Prices range from $1.50 to $2.00. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Kailroad
HARNESS
SADDLERY
avenue.
UillousT Feel heavy after dinner?
Tongue coated? Hitter taste? ComAGENTS rOR
plexion sallow? Liver needs waking
up. Doan's Regulets cure bilious atCelebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
tacks. 25 cents at any drug store.

NOT

PERSONAL

C111ZEH.

EVENING

Salty.

.WE.
NEW WMtXKO

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - FULLY WARRANT ED
,

on

Prices

Write

' ' Vi:oVfcoAr:ftk:"f

Albuquerque,

NemmMejclco

31
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Home Insurance the Best,
aaylns aornethlnK about Home Inrefrain from
Every time that the proposition preaenta ltaelf of th
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arlsona for life insurance to eastern cities, tha conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasise the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when U can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that borne Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiIt can if
Why cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
la owned and controlled by the leading buslnesa men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

o

n

WE

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALDUQUERQUE,IN. M.

GOLD

31
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